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We have achieved the highest density of blank walls thanks 
to new technology of magnetic and mechanical influence 
on the carbon material. The blanks became very strong in 
spite of their light weight. We make our best rods from this 
material. Besides their lightness they are exclusively 
sensitive and well-balanced. The rods are the most 
technologically advanced among all our model range.

The new technology of magnetic influence on the carbon 
material allows us to produce light and strong blanks with 
very high density of the walls. We combine this material 
and innovation blank geometry for making powerful and 
lightweight rods for advanced anglers. 

All the technologies 
we use aimed at improv-

ment of our tackle, so as 
to make them better year 

after year.



The technology based on reinforcing the blank walls with 
ultra-thin super high modulus carbon strips. This 
technology increases blank flexural strength. This material 
allows us to make strong, powerful rods. They are 
lightweight and durable at the same time. 

The technology based on reinforcing the blank walls with 
thin carbon strips. This technology increases blank flexural 
strength. The rods made from this material are strong, 
durable, well-balanced and have very attractive price for 
such characteristics.



This is a flagship range of  
Flagman feeder rods. We have 

been producing Tregaron rods 
since 2017. They are the most 

technologically advanced 
rods among all our model 

range.

TREGARON
FEEDER RODS

GUIDES: PB (PACIFIC BAY)

CORK+EVA HANDLE
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These are the highest level feeder rods. Thanks to modern materials and 
technologies, blank walls are very dense and strong. The blanks have low diameter 
and are more than 30% lighter than ones made of traditional materials. The blank 
walls are reinforced with exclusive carbon strip winding with repeating inscription 
«Flagman». Lightweight Pacific Bay guides with titanium inserts well correspond 
to rod concept. Ergonomic reel seat has the dual locking nuts. Shape of the handle 
butt is comfortable to grip. Lightweight and sensitive Tregaron rods are perfect 
choice for competitive and advanced anglers. 

FEEDER

TRGF330

TRGFM390

TRGFM420

TRGF360

TRGFH390

TRGFH420

3.3 50 2+2 0.75, 1.5 progressive/parabolik

progressive

progressive

progressive

progressive

progressive

1.17140

3.6 60 3+3 0.75, 1, 1.5 1.27158

3.9 80 3+3 1, 1.5, 2 1.37188

3.9 120 3+3 1, 2, 3 1.37208

4.2 90 3+3 1, 2, 3 1.48240

4.2 140 3+3 2, 3, 4 1.48255

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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GUIDES:KL

GUIDES: KL

CORK HANDLE

CORK HANDLE

Powerful, long-range rods 
with stiff butt section for 

fishing on the large rivers and 
lakes.

GRANTHAM 
FEEDER RODS
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Grantham is a series of powerful, long-range rods for fishing on the large rivers 
and lakes. Thanks to combination of modern material and innovative blank 
geometry these powerful rods with stiff butt sections are lightweight and well 
balanced. The walls of the blanks are very dense and strong. Large diameter guides 
well combine with large spool reels and allow the line to flow smoothly. Low line 
friction increases casting potential. Due to guides light weight they don’t overload 
the blank. 

The action of Grantham picker rods is the same as the action of powerful models 
of the range. These are lightweight, sensitive rods in spite of their stiff butt 
section. All the rods are powerful enough for landing a big fish. 

FEEDER

PICKER

GRF330

GRFH360

GRFH390

GRF360

GRFM390

GRF420

3.3 60 3+3 0.5, 1, 2 progressive

progressive

progressive

progressive

progressive

progressive

1.17180

3.6 100 3+3 1, 2, 3 1.27190

3.6 140 3+3 2, 3, 4 1.27200

3.9 90 3+3 1, 2, 3 1.37222

3.9 120 3+3 1.5, 3, 4 1.37246

4.2 130 3+3 2, 3, 4 1.48297

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

GRP270

GRP300

2.7 35 2+2 0.5, 1

0.75, 1.5

progressive

progressive

1.40135

3.0 45 2+2 1.57145

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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GUIDES: TXBG (TITANIUM FRAME)

CORK HANDLE

This new series includes 
high level feeder rods both for 

competitive and advanced 
anglers. These rods are all-round 

choice for wide variety of 
river and stillwater 

applications. 

ARMADALE  
FEEDER RODS
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This series designed for anglers who prefer «traditional» feeder rods. Armadale 
rods are developed with using new materials and technologies, but have non 
stiff, flexible, «old style» blanks with thin butt section. Although the blanks are 
very sensitive, they have significant power reserve. The fish-playing action of 
these rods is great for both carp fishing on commercial fisheries and bream 
fishing on the rivers and lakes. 

This rod is designed by the world champion on feeder fishing Oleksii Strashnyi 
for fishing on the large and medium fast-flowing rivers. Also it can be used for 
long-distance lake fishing. The length of this rod can be altered from 13’2” to 15’ 
without rethreading, simply by removing one intermediate butt section and 
replacing it with the other. This is really uncompromising rod for distance casting 
and big fish fighting.

МАТЧЕВЫЕ УДИЛИЩА

FEEDER

COMBO FEEDER

ARF4450 2, 4, 6 fast/progressive4–4.5 200 4+3 1.40398

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

ARF330

ARH360

ARH390

ARF360

ARF390

ARH420

3.3 60 2+3 0.75, 1, 2

1.5, 2.5, 3.5

0.75, 1.5, 3

2.5, 3.5, 5

1, 2, 3

3, 4.5, 6

fast/progressive

parabolic

fast/progressive

fast/progressive

fast/progressive

fast/progressive

1.39210

3.6 80 2+3 1.54240

3.6 100 3+3 1.22265

3.9 90 3+3 1.37265

3.9 140 3+3 1.37282

4.2 160 3+3 1.46298

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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Mantaray Elite feeder rods include all our innovative 
experience. All the rods have crisp action and perfect 
balance. The rod blanks are made of carbon compound 
with less resin and are reinforced with thin carbon 
strips for weight reducing and power increase. 
Lightweight Sea Guide guides do not overload the 
blanks. The advanced guide system optimizes the rod 
action. Mantaray Elite rods are good choice for anglers 
who prefer fast, stiff feeder rods. 

ELITE  FEEDER

The range of high-quality rods for 
fishing on rivers and commercial 

fisheries. The rods of this range 
are both lightweight and 

durable. 

MANTARAY
ELITE FEEDER 

RODS

MEFM330

MEFH360

MEFH390

MEFM360

MEFM390

MEFH432

3.3 75 3+3 0.75, 1, 1.5

1, 2, 3

1, 2

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

2, 3, 4

fast/progressive

progressive

progressive

progressive

progressive

progressive

1.16190

3.6 75 3+2 1.26205

3.6 110 3+4 1.26255

3.9 90 3+3 1.32222

3.9 150 3+4 1.36265

4.32 140 3+3 1.27274

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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This rod allows you to adapt to any fishing condition due to its altering length. The 
intermediate butt section has no guides so you can mount it without rethreading. It 
is a trough action rod significantly slower than the others of the range that mean 
you can use light rigs and small hooks for catching big fish. 

Mantaray Elite picker rods are perfect choice for short range fishing. These 
lightweight and responsive rods help to cast with great accuracy. They are very 
sensitive and quite strong. 

ELITE COMBO

ELITE PICKER

MMEC350-380 1, 1.5, 2, 3 progressive3.5–3.8 70 4+4 1.20228–264

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

MEMC270

MEMC300

2.7 35 2+3 0.25, 0.5, 0.75

0.5, 0.75, 1

fast/progresive

fast/progresive

1.41143

3.0 40 2+3 1.56165

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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Multi-purpose high-quality 
feeder rods. Due to large model 
range you can find a rod for any 

fishing situation.

SHERMAN PRO  
FEEDER RODS

FEEDER
The rods of this series are very popular among 
competitive and advanced anglers. The blanks 
are made of carbon compound with less resin 
so they are lightweight, flexible and quite 
strong. The main features of these rods 
are fish-playing action and great casting 
characteristics. The rods have beautiful 
balance and significant durability. Advanced 
guide system optimizes the rod action.

SHPF360

SHPF416

SHPF420

SHPF390

3.6 100 3+3 1, 2, 3

3, 4, 6

2, 3, 4

1.5, 2, 3

progressive

progressive

progressive

progressive

1.25252

3.9 130 3+3 1.35263

4.16 110 3+3 1.23312

4.2 160 3+3 1.45325

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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The Sherman Pro pickers are delicate and sensitive rods. Their fish-playing action 
combines with power reserve that allows landing of a quite large fish. 

This powerful long-range rod has through fish-playing action that is ideal for method 
feeder carp fishing. The rod is powerful enough for large carp landing. The pieces have 
the same length without quiver tip that makes transporting easier. 

All of Sherman Pro medium feeder rods have different characteristics. 11’ rod is 
sensitive and lightweight. Due to its crisp action it is perfect choice for short range fast 
pace fishing on the small rivers. 12’ through action rod characterized by high sensitivity 
and great fish-playing work so you can use light rigs for catching large bream and 
other feeder trophies. 12’8” is a multi-purpose long-range medium feeder rod.

PICKER

METHOD FEEDER

MEDIUM FEEDER

SHPP270

SHPP300

2.7 30 2+3 0.25, 0.5, 0.75

0.25, 0.5, 0.75

progressive

progressive

1.40147

3.0 40 2+3 1.55164

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

SHPM390 1, 2, 3 progressive3.9 80 3+3 1.13283

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

SHPM360

SHPF330

SHPF380

0.75, 1.5, 2

0.5, 1, 2

1, 2, 3

fast/progressive

fast/progressive

middle/parabolic

3.3 70 3+3 1.15174

3.6 60 3+3 1.11185

3.8 70 3+3 1.12218

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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GUIDES: MN

GUIDES: MN

CORK+EVA HANDLE

CORK+EVA HANDLE

These feeder rods are a 
combination of traditional 

action and modern materials. They 
provide effortless casting and 

using the light lines for big fish 
playing. 

LEGEND
FEEDER RODS
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The Legend Picker rods are great choice when you need a short and quite 
powerful rod. They are easy maneuverable and allows to cast both light and 
medium feeders. Moreover these rods are suitable for carp fishing on commercial 
fisheries with lightweight method feeders. 

PICKER

Legend feeder rods are quite strong, durable and have power reserve for big fish 
fighting. The blanks have excellent flexural strength due to their low diameter 
and thick walls. Thanks to their through action fishing with these rods is 
extremely comfortable: casting and fish playing are effortless. The feeder rods 
of this range are multipurpose and great both for rivers and for commercial 
ponds. 

FEEDER

LFSH360

LFSH390

LFSM325

1.2

1.2

1.2

progressive

progressive

progressive

3.25 60 2+2 1.42205

3.6 100 3+2 1.27252

3.9 100 3+2 1.37290

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

LFSM270

LFSM300

2.7 60 2+2 1.2

1.2

progressive

progressive

1.40158

3.0 60 2+2 1.27179

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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FEEDER
SQUADRON PRO
FEEDER RODS

GUIDES: MN CORK+EVA HANDLE

Squadron Pro is a range of very strong and 
flexible feeder rods. Their progressive through 
action absorbs all the lunges and reduces the 
chance of hook pulls. Some rods of this series 
are purposely developed for fishing on large 
fast-flowing rivers and have marking Danube.
These rods with doubled wall thickness are strong 
enough for any feeder fishing trophy. Due to their 
small diameter the rod blanks have great flexural 
strength.  

Marking of Danube have 
the rods SPF360 and SPF390 

with casting weight 200 and 250 
g. These rods are the most powerful 

among all Flagman model range 
and can be used in extreme 

conditions.

SPR360

SPR390

SPF390

SPF420

SPF360

3.6 140 3+3 1.5, 3, 4

2, 4, 6 

2, 3, 5 

2, 3, 5

2, 3, 5

progressive

progressive

progressive

progressive

middle

1.27300

3.6 200 3+3 1.27298

3.9 170 3+3 1.37347

3.9

4.2

250

300

3+3

3+3

1.37

1.45

328

372

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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These rods despite to their light power have reserve for landing a large fish. Due to their 
progressive through action they allow to use light lines and fine hooks. 

PICKER

GUIDES: MN

GUIDES: MN

GUIDES: SL

These rods are multipurpose and suited for any kind of stillwater feeder fishing. You can 
use both method feeders and feeders of other types. The rods are strong enough for 
landing large carp or grass carp. 

CARP FEEDER 

The specialized feeder rods purposely designed for fishing with method feeders. The strong 
and durable blanks have through fish-playing action. They allow long range casting with 
great accuracy.  

PELLET FEEDER

SQPC330

SQPC390

SQPC420

SQPC360

3.3 90 3+3 1, 2, 3

2, 3, 5

1.5, 2, 3

2, 3, 4

progressive

progressive

middle

middle

1.17232

3.6 100 3+3 1.26318

3.9 130 3+3 1.36323

4.2 160 3+3 1.45372

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

SPPF360

SPPF390

3,6 80 3+3 0.5, 1, 2

0.75, 1.5, 2.5

progressive

progressive

1,27295

3,9 90 3+3 1,37348

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

SQPP270

SQPP300

SQPP240

0.75, 1.5

0.5, 1

0.5, 1

progressive

progressive

progressive

2.4 40 2+2 1.30145

2.7 45 2+2 1.42155

3.0 50 2+2 1.56188

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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GUIDES: KW CORK HENDLE

GUIDES: KW CORK HENDLE

GUIDES: MHL CORK HENDLE

The rods of this series demon-
strate excellent characteristics 
in a budget range. We have been 

achieved such results thanks 
to our new technologies of 

blank building.

CAST MASTER
FEEDER RODS
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Cast Master Picker rods are fast, lightweight and well-balanced. They are great for 
fishing on the small rivers, also these rods not be out of place on commercial fisheries. 

Unlike other Cast Master feeder rods this rod has through action. It is specially designed 
for method feeder fishing. At the same time the butt section of the rod is stiff and strong 
so you can to land large carp easily. 

Cast Master rods have excellent characteristics for their price. They are excellent for 
distance casting and fishing on fast-flowing rivers. The blanks are lightweight and well-
balanced. The guides on heavy rods have large diameter which is good for using large 
spool reels and increases casting potential.

PICKER

METHOD FEEDER

FEEDER

FEEDER

CMF330

CMF360

CMF390

CMFM360

CMFM390

CMF420

3.3 140 3+2 2, 4

1, 2

1, 2

1.5, 2.5, 3.5

1.5, 2, 3

1.5, 2.5, 4

fast

middle

middle

middle

fast

fast

1.17257

3.6 70 3+2 1.26270

3.6 120 3+3 1.27293

3.9 80 3+2 1.36284

3.9 150 3+3 1.37320

4.2 180 3+3 1.46345

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

CMMT360 1, 1.5, 2 parabolic/middle3.6 100 3+3 1.27321

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

CMP270 0.5,  1 fast2.7 40 2+2 1.17133

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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CORK HANDLE

CORK HANDLE

CORK HANDLE

S-SERIES
FEEDER RODS

S-River is a new range of 
Flagman feeder rods. Regardless 

of their length and power these rods 
are flexible, strong and durable. 

GUIDES: MN

GUIDES: MN

GUIDES: MN
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S-Power picker rods are quite powerful and strong as for the rods of this class. 
They allow to cast medium weight feeders and to land more or less large fish. 

S-Power feeder rods are purposely designed for fishing on the fast-flowing 
rivers. These rods are stiffer and faster than S-River feeder rods. Due to powerful 
and strong butt section the rods are suited for extreme casting and fighting big 
fish.

PICKER

RIVER FEEDER

These rods are primarily aimed for fishing on the slow-flowing rivers. The 
medium action rod blanks allow delicate, smooth and accurate casting. Their 
fish-playing properties and power reserve help to land easily a fish of any size – 
from small to quite large. 

FEEDER

SR360

SR390

3.6 100 3+2 1.5, 3

1.5, 3

middle

middle

1.26342

3.9 100 3+2 1.36362

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

SPRF360

SPRF390

3.6 150 3+3 2, 3, 5

2, 3, 5

fast

fast

1.26355

3.9 150 3+3 1.36367

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

SPP300 1, 1.5 fast3.0 60 2+2 1.55205

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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Value-for-money durable feeder rods 
of this series are great for both 

beginners and advanced anglers.

FORCE ACTIVE
FEEDER RODSACTIVE FEEDER

All Force Active Feeder rods are 
featured by stiff butt section that 
has power reserve for big fish 
fighting and forced casting. At the 
same time they have fish-playing 
action and allow smooth and accurate 
casting. 

GUIDES: TG

FFH360

FFH390

FFH330

1, 2, 3

1.5, 2.5

1, 2, 3

middle

middle

middle

3.3 120 3+2 1.17223

3.6 130 3+3 1.26340

3.9 140 3+3 1.35308

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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This short-range rod is quite powerful as for a picker. It allows to cast both light and 
medium-weight feeders and play fish of different sizes. It is a perfect choice for small carp 
fishing on commercial fisheries. 

This rod is primarily aimed for fishing on the commercial fisheries with using the all types 
of feeders. The rod is long-range and has fish-playing action perfect for fighting carp, 
grass carp and other big strong fish. 

This long-range rod is purposely designed for method feeder fishing. Strong through action 
blank absorbs every lunge of hooked fish and has power reserve for extreme casting and 
large fish playing.

ACTIVE PICKER

ACTIVE CARP FEEDER

ACTIVE METHOD FEEDER

FFM360 1.5, 2.5 middle3.6 90 3+2 1.26342

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

FCF360 1, 1.5, 2 middle3.6 65 3+3 1.25320

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

FAP270 0.75, 1.5 middle2.7 50 2+2 1.40197

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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BLACK FEEDER

This is most budget series of our 
feeder rods. All the rods are durable 
and strong. They will not let you 

down in any situation.

MAGNUM BLACK
FEEDER RODSMagnum Black feeder rods are made of 

composite materials so the blanks are 
very flexible and have great flexural 
strength. They are great choice for 
beginners due to their strength and 
durability. Wide model range allows 
you to choose optimal rod for any 
feeder fishing aim. 

GUIDES: TT/BT EVA HANDLE

MB330

MB360

MBF3003

---

---

---

middle

fast

fast

3.0 100 2+2 1.58265

3.3 120 3+2 1.16345

3.6 140 3+2 1.26410

MBF3603

MBF3453 1.2

2.3

parabolic/middle

parabolic/middle

3.45 75 3+2 1.22270

3.6 80 3+2 1.26365

MBF3303 1.2 parabolic/middle3.3 65 3+2 1.17295

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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The telescopic feeder rod is a chance to get to any interesting river or lake without 
any discommode. All the pieces of the rods have telescopic joints with the exception 
of quiver tips that have push-in construction. 

The range of light-power feeder rods designed for fishing with light feeders or 
bombs. The rods of this series are flexible and strong so they are perfect choice for 
beginners. 

These long-range rods are specially aimed for fishing on large fast-flowing rivers. 
Moderate action and powerful butt section provide great casting properties and 
fish-playing work. 

TELE FEEDER

BLACK PICKER

RIVER FEEDER

GUIDES: BT

GUIDES: MH

MRF360

MRF390

3.6 150 3+3 2, 4, 6

2, 4, 6

parabolic/middle

parabolic/middle

1.30443

3.9 150 3+3 1.39460

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

MBP240

MBP270

2.4 40 2+2 1, 1.5

1, 1.5

parabolic/middle

parabolic/middle

1.30170

2.7 40 2+2 1.45194

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

MTF240

MTF270

MTF210

2, 3

2, 3

2, 3

middle

middle

middle

2.1 100 5+2 0.59150

2.4 110 5+2 0.56180

2.7 120 5+2 0.63206

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Quivertips, oz Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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The high-level match rods are perfect for competitive anglers. Their fast 
progressive action combines with powerful butt section that allows forced 

fighting a large fish if necessary. In spite of their power the rods are quite 
flexible so you can use light lines and fine hooks. Thanks to light weight and 

exceptional balance the rod provides effortless fishing, long-distance accurate 
casting, excellent line and float control. 

GRANTHAM MATCH

 CORK+EVA HANDLE

 CORK HANDLE

 CORK HANDLE
MATCH FISHING

RODS
The rods of three highest-level 

series are different, but all of them 
can be used by competitive anglers 
thanks to their beautiful properties. 

28
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TRGM420 fast/progressive4.2 8 –16 3 1.46170

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

ARM420 progressive4.2 5–20 3 1.45200

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

Tregaron Match is worthy exemplar of competition match rods. It is the best among our model range. Due to slim crisp action 
blank the rod is lightweight and fantasticly balanced.  The blank is more than 30% lighter than ones made of traditional 
materials. The blank walls are reinforced with exclusive carbon strip winding with repeating inscription «Flagman». 
Lightweight Pacific Bay guides with titanium inserts well correspond to rod concept. Ergonomic reel seat has the dual locking 
nuts. Shape of the handle butt is comfortable to grip. This rod is beautiful both for fixed floats and sliders.  

This lightweight and well-balanced rod is excellent choice for experienced anglers for catching fish of any sizes. Its wonderful fish 
playing properties are based on combination of blank power reserve and its soft tip.  Progressive fast action provides great line and 
float control. The blank is slim and has thick walls so the rod has excellent flexural strength. Lightweight narrow guides optimize 
rod action. 

MATCH

MATCH

MATCH

REELSEAT

REELSEAT

GRM420

GRM390 fast/progressive

fast/progressive

3.9 5-15 3 1.35160

4.2 10–20 3 1.46175

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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This range is specially designed for slider float fishing. However 
each rod can be used with different types of floats. Mantaray 

Elite Slider match rods are lightweight and easy maneuverable 
that provide excellent line control. Their fish-playing action allows 

using light lines and small hooks. The rods of this series are a great 
choice for both rivers and commercial fisheries. 

ELITE SLIDER MATCH

 CORK  HANDLE

CORK  HANDLE

 CORK+EVA HANDLE

MANTARAY
ELITE SLIDER

13’ match rods are light-
weight and easy maneuver-

able so they are more suited for 
slider float fishing. Unlike sliders 
loaded wagglers require longer rods, 

especially for fishing on the deep 
lakes and rivers. 

This range includes our longest 
waggler rod. Its length of 5.2 m 

enables fishing on deep lakes and rivers 
with wagglers.

SHERMAN PRO
MATCH
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Mantaray Elite Match is a lightweight, well-balanced match rod. It has fast action for great float and line 
control. Nevertheless the rod is quite flexible and suitable well for delicate styles of fishing with light hook 
lengths and small hooks. This is multipurpose rod for all-round river and lake work. 

The rods of this series offer great line and float control thanks to their crisp action. The longest rod is slightly 
slower than shorter models of the range. All the rods are well-balanced and powerful enough for big fish 
playing. They combine fish-playing work with great casting abilities that permit «relaxed» fishing style. 

MATCH

ELITE MATCH

ELITE SLIDER MATCH

1753-450 progressive4.5 3–15 3 1.57215

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

SHRM450

SHRM520

SHRM420 fast/progressive

fast/progressive

middle

4.2 3–15 3 1.49225

4.5 5–25 3 1.57250

5.2 10–35 3 1.80260

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

1753-420

1753-390 middle

progressive

3.9 3–25 3 1.36172

4.2 5–20 3 1.46210

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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Squadron Pro Ultralight Match is light power through-action rod perfect for both silverfish and F1. 
The slim blank has great fish-playing action great for preventing hook pulls and breakages when 
using light lines and delicate hook links. At the same time it has reserve of power should that bonus 
fish be hooked.

Master Power Match is an excellent rod for using as one tackle for any conditions. The blank has fast progressive 
action with a soft tip – great for roach and skimmers. In spite of that the butt section has power reserve for 
landing big carp. This strong and durable rod is comfortable to hold and use all day and provides long-distance 
and accurate casting.

This powerful telescopic rod is primarily aimed for fishing big fish: carp, large bream etc. Due to telescopic 
form factor you can carry the rod without unrigging. The progressive action provides smooth casting and 
beautiful fish-playing abilities.

ULTRALIGHT MATCH

POWER TELE MATCH

POWER MATCH

SQPM420 parabolic4.2 3–15 1.45215 3

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

MPM4200

MPM3900 fast/progressive

fast/progressive

3.9 5–20 3 1.38225

4.2 5–25 3 1.47235

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

MPTM400 fast/progressive4 10–40 4 1.26295

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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S-Power Match is a multipurpose rod made for all types of float work. The 
progressive action blank is perfect for distance casting. It has plenty of power for 
subduing big fish. This is a rod for both silverfish on the rivers and carp on 
commercial fisheries. 

This rod is purposely designed for fishing with sliders. Nevertheless it can be used 
for all variations of waggler fishing. The blank has powerful butt section that 
helps land big fish. Its moderate action is perfect for distance casting. 

This moderate action telescopic rod is durable and strong. It provides smooth, 
relaxed, accurate casting and has power reserve for big fish fighting. The 
telescopic construction allows rod transporting without unrigging that is beautiful 
for roving anglers. 

MATCH

TELE MATCH

ACTIVE MATCH

POWER MATCH

SPM420 fast/progressive4.2 5-25 3 1.46260

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

SPTM390 fast/progressive3.9 15–50 5 1.26295

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

FAM390 middle3.9 10–30 3 1.35225

Item length, m Casting Wt., g PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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Tregaron Bolo is a series of modern 
fast bolognese rods which offer 

excellent line and float control. The main 
features of these rods are light weight and 

excellent balance allows them to be held for 
a long time without them feeling heavy. These 

rods also provide casting distance and 
accuracy. The blank walls are reinforced with 

exclusive carbon strip wrapping with repeating 
inscription «Flagman». Lightweight Pacific Bay 

guides with titanium inserts well correspond to rod 
concept. Lightweight and sensitive Tregaron bolo rods 

are a great choice for anglers who want the very best.  

Tregaron Bolo is our top level series 
of bolognese rods. Unique blank 

material properties in conjunction 
with lightweight guides have 

allowed to create the highest 
level rods. 

TREGARON BOLO
ROD SERIES

TRGB700

TRGB600 fast

fast

6 9 6 1.40210

7 10 7 1.40285

Item length, m Qty of guides PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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Grantham Bolo rods are lightweight and quite stiff that provides excellent float and 
line control. In spite of their light weight the rod blanks are durable due to their 
thick walls. These rods are most suited for using medium weight and heavy rigs. 
Stiff tip section offers fantastic line control even while long distance fishing. Thanks 
to their perfect balance these rods do not feel heavy for a long time and suited for 
competitive anglers.  

BOLO

As well as feeder and match rods 
of this series, Grantham Bolo rods 

have stiff and strong butt section that 
ensures power reserve for big fish 

fighting. 

GRANTHAM 
BOLO ROD

GRB600

GRB500 progressive

progressive

5 8 5 1.49165

6 9 6 1.52220

Item length, m Qty of guides PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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Mantaray Elite Bolo has slim blank as for its length 
that minimize wind influence. Reinforcing with thin 

carbon strip increases flexural strength. Lightweight 
guides do not overload the blank so the rod has perfect 

balance. You can fish with this rod for all day without 
fatigue. The rod can be used for catching fish of all sizes 

– from bleak and small roach to large bream. Mantaray 
Elite bolo is perfect choice for advanced anglers. 

ELITE ML BOLO 500

Mantaray Elite is a range of 
high-level bolognese rods. All the 

rods are lightweight, stiff, well-
balanced. Fast progressive action 

provides excellent line control. 

MANTARAY
ELITE

MEMLB500 progressive5 7 5 1.45155

Item length, m Qty of guides PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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Sherman Ultima Bolo rods are powerful and stiff. At the same time they are 
lightweight and well-balanced that means comfort fishing for a long time. The rods 
are equipped with lightweight guides which make balance better. These powerful 
rods provide enough backbone to net even big breams and chubs.

Squadron Bolo is a range of multipurpose moderate-fast bolognese rods. They are 
lightweight and well balanced that allows them to be held for long periods easily. 
At the same time they have power reserve enough for big bream landing. 

BOLO

ULTIMA BOLO

SQPB600

SQPB700

SQPB500 progressive

progressive

progressive

5 7 5 1.18210

6 8 6 1.23280

7 9 7 1.24370

Item length, m Qty of guides PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

SHPB6000

SHPB5000 fast

fast

5 7 5 1.35206

6 8 6 1.35272

Item length, m Qty of guides PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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S-Power Bolo rods are powerful and have small diameter blanks. They have high 
flexural strength and are great for fishing in windy conditions. These rods are an 
excellent choice for skimmers and roach fishing on both small and large rivers. 
They are strong enough for landing bream or chub. 

Master Power Bolo Rods are ideal for powerful flows and big floats. Suitable for 
setting big hooks and playing big fish. All pieces are reinforced with carbon strip. 
The powerful blanks have small diameter that is perfect for fishing in windy 
conditions and gives excellent flexural strength. 

BOLO

POWER BOLO

SPB500

SPB600

SPB400 progressive

progressive

progressive

4 6 4 1.21165

5 7 5 1.21245

6 8 6 1.21340

Item length, m Qty of guides PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

ё

MPB6000

MPB5000 middle

middle

5 7 5 1.37225

6 8 6 1.39295

Item length, m Qty of guides PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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The affordable carbon rods of this series are an excellent choice for beginners. Due 
to their strength and flexibility these rods do not require much experience in 
casting and fish playing. They are great rods for all types of float work on the rivers.  

Magnum Black Bolo is a series of budget composite bolognese rods. Due to their 
durability, strength and flexibility they are an excellent choice for beginners. These 
rods are multipurpose and can be used in float fishing on the rivers at any conditions. 

BLACK BOLO
BOLO

POWER BOLO
ACTIVE BOLO

MBB4000

MBB5000

MBB3000 parabolic/middle

parabolic/middle

parabolic/middle

3 5 3 1.17143

4 6 4 1.17258

5 7 5 1.17371

Item length, m Qty of guides PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

FAB500

FAB400 progressive

progressive

4 6 4 1.23195

5 7 5 1.23330

Item length, m Qty of guides PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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Magnum Black Carp F1 pole is primarily intended for fishing 
small carp on commercial fisheries. Strong blank is stiff 
and has significant power reserve. At the same time it 
can bend when large fish playing therefore helps 
elastic to absorb sudden lunges of hooked fish. The 
pole comes with spare top kit so it is a perfect start 
kit for beginners. The top-kits have two-piece put-
over construction. Their length is 2.6 m. Except 
for the main purpose the pole can be used for 
bream fishing etc. 

POLEThis year Flagman 
has presented the 

first pole in the model 
range in respond to 

increased interest from float 
anglers. For a long time the poles 

were considered as tackle only for 
competitive anglers. But now you 

can make sure that it is 
multipurpose fishing tackle 

for any condition.  

MBP9000 medium fast6 1.737489.0

Item length, m PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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Tregaron Poles provide excellent float and line control. 
The main features of these rods are light weight and 
excellent balance that allows them to be held for a 
long time without them feeling heavy. The blank 
walls are reinforced with exclusive carbon strip 
winding with repeating inscription «Flagman». 
The hollow tip is excellent for large hooks and 
medium-heavy or heavy rigs. Tregaron Poles are 
the superb rods in every respect. They are made for 
anglers who want the best. 

POLENow we can say con-
fidently: our top-range 

poles are absolutely suit-
ed for most demanding com-

petitive anglers. These extreme-
ly lightweight, well balanced and 

easy maneuverable poles will increase 
your fishing efficiency. Besides fish-

ing with Tregaron Pole is always 
easy and comfortable.             

                       
          A. OBLOMOV

TRGP600

TRGP700

TRGP500 fast

fast

fast

5 5 1.36120

6 6 1.36185

7 7 1.36260

Item length, m PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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These high-level poles are quite stiff, well-
balanced and lightweight. They are a perfect 

choice for fishing on a flowing water because 
allow high-pace effortless fishing. Hard hollow 

tip is well suited for heavy and medium-heavy rigs 
and provides guarantied hooking with large hooks. 

In spite of their light weight the poles heave quite 
thick blank walls that increase flexural strength and 

durability. Grantham Poles are primarily suited for 
advanced anglers. 

GRANTHAM POLE
RODS SERIES

The poles of this range are well 
suited for competitions thanks to 
their fantastic maneuverability that 

provides great line and float 
control. 

GRP500

GRP600

fast

fast
5 5 1.39135

6 6 1.39195

Item length, m PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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Armadale Pole is a range of high-quality lightweight poles. Slim blanks have thick 
walls so the rods are flexible and durable. Thanks to small blank diameter fishing 
in windy condition will be more comfortable. The poles equipped with thin solid tips 
so they are primarily suited for light and medium-weight rigs. Such rods can absorb 
any sudden lunge of hooked fish therefore work well with light lines and fine hooks. 

The poles of this range are a perfect choice for fishing in windy condition due to 
their extremely slim blanks. They are lightweight ant stiff that mean excellent line 
and float control. Moreover such rod allows effortless fishing for a long time. Hard 
hollow tip offers perfect hook penetration when hooking even if the hook is quite 
large. The blank walls are reinforced with carbon strips that increase their 
durability. The rods are primarily suited for heavy and medium-heavy float rigs. 

ELITE ML POLE

POLE

MEML600

MEML700

MEML500 progressive

progressive

progressive

5 5 1.40122

6 6 1.40195

7 7 1.40295

Item length, m PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

ARSL500

ARSL600

progressive

progressive
5 5 1.28152

6 6 1.30196

Item length, m PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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Sherman Sword Poles is a range of lightweight and flexible poles. They have enough 
power so hooking a fish is effortless. At the same time the poles bend enough when 
a fish makes sudden movements when fighting it. The slim blanks provide more 
comfort when fishing in windy conditions. Moreover small blank diameter and its 
quite thick walls increase flexural strength. The solid tip absorbs every fish lunge 
and enables you to fish with light hook lengths. 

The poles like this are purposely designed for fast pace short-range fishing bleak 
and other small fish. Such poles are often used by competitive anglers on 
tournaments so the range is named “Competition”. The blank is extremely 
lightweight and well-balanced. It is equipped with soft solid tip which allows using 
light hook lengths and fine hooks.

SWORD POLE

COMPETITION POLE

SHSW5000

SHSW6000

fast/progressive

fast/progressive
5 4 1.40130

6 5 1.40215

Item length, m PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

SHP300 progressive3 5 0.68114

Item length, m PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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Squadron Pro Pole is a range of multipurpose moderate-fast poles. They are quite 
lightweight and well-balanced but at the same time have power reserve for big fish 
landing. The hollow tips are quite rigid and work well with heavy and medium-heavy 
rigs equipped with strong hook lengths and large hooks.

Sherman Ultima is a series of powerful fast action poles made for anglers who 
prefer to catch large fish with traditional float tackle. At the same time these poles 
are lightweight and well-balanced that means comfortable fishing for a long time. 
The rigid hollow tip is excellent for large hooks and heavy rigs.   

POLE

ULTIMA POLESWORD POLE

COMPETITION POLE

SQPP600

SQPP700

SQPP500 progressive

progressive

progressive

5 5 1.15180

6 6 1.15245

7 7 1.15325

Item length, m PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

SHPH6000

SHPH7000

SHPH5000

fast

fast

fast

7

5

7

5

1.28

1.28

320

160

6 6 1.28240

Item length, m PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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This is a series of strong and durable poles. Thanks to small bank diameter they 
have high flexural strength and are great for fishing in windy conditions. S-Power 
Pole is an excellent choice for catching large fish like bream on rivers and lakes. 
Quite rigid tip is optimal for medium-heavy rigs and quite large hooks.

POLE

The series of powerful poles allows catch large fish on fast-flowing rivers. The 
pieces are reinforced with spiral winding and the joints are reinforced with spare 
layers of carbon. The powerful slim blanks are perfect for fishing in windy conditions 
and give excellent flexural strength. Rigid hollow tips are great for large hooks, 
strong hook lengths and heavy rigs. 

POWER POLE

This pole is aimed for short-range fishing bleak, small roach etc. Competitive 
anglers use such poles on competitions. This pole is fast and stiff so provides 
fantastic line and float control. Thin solid tip allows using lightest rigs with very 
fine hooks. At the same time Master Silver Fish Pole has power reserve therefore 
suits for fishing not only small fish. For instance it can be used for short-range 
crucian fishing.  

SILVER FISH POLE

MSF4000 progressive4 4 1.15113

Item length, m PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

MPP5000

MPP6000

progressive

progressive
5 5 1.33196

6 6 1.33262

Item length, m PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

SPP500

SPP600

SPP400 progressive

fast/progressive

fast/progressive

4 4 1.15132

5 5 1.15215

6 6 1.15290

Item length, m PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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Magnum Black is a series of budget composite poles. Due to their durability, 
strength and flexibility they are an excellent choice for beginners. These poles are 
multipurpose and can be used for float fishing on the rivers and lakes at any 
conditions. 

BLACK POLE

The affordable carbon poles of this series are an excellent choice for beginners. 
These durable poles do not require much experience in casting and fish playing 
thanks to their strength and flexibility. The hollow tips are ideal for heavy rigs and 
quite large hooks.   

Sensor Silver Fish Pole is designed for close-distance fishing. This pole is fast and 
quite powerful so it can be used for fast pace bleak fishing and for fishing larger 
fish, like crucian. Solid tip is optimal for light and medium-weight rigs. 

ACTIVE POLE

POLE

SILVER FISH POLE

POWER POLE

SILVER FISH POLE

1310250

1310300

fast

fast
2.5 5 0.6765

3 6 0.6790

Item length, m PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

FAP5000

FAP6000

FAP4000 progressive

progressive

progressive

4 4 1.17175

5 5 1.17270

6 6 1.17395

Item length, m PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

MBP5000

MBP6000

MBP4000

MBP3000
parabolic/middle

parabolic/middle

parabolic/middle

parabolic/middle

4

3

4

3

1.15

1.15

224

124

5 5 1.15353

6 6 1.15520

Item length, m PCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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S-Carp carp rods are most 
advanced among our model 

range. They combine excellent 
casting abilities with fish-

playing action.

S-CARP
CARP ROD SERIES

S-Carp is our flagship series of carp rods. These are the tackle for any purpose of 
carp fishing. The rods of this series have smooth parabolic action. They absorb 
every lunge and still cope really well when fish of any size are hooked. At the same 
time the rods are powerful enough so they are perfect for distance casting with 
heavy leads. Large diameter guides well combine with large spool reels and allow 
the line to flow smoothly that increase casting potential. The series includes 
powerful spod rod for baiting at the long distance.

CARP fishing

SPOD

SPOD

SSP360

SSP390

SCP360

SCP390

fast

fast

middle

middle

3.6

3.9

3.6

3.9

4.5

5

3.5

3.5

50

50

50

50

3

3

3

3

1.26

1.36

1.26

1.36

380

390

410

450

Item length, m Test, lb 1-st guide ØPCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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Carp rods of this series allow landing very large carp. Strong blank with thick walls 
has through action which is great for fish playing and long casting.  Six large 
diameter guides allow the line to flow smoothly that increases casting abilities. The 
rods of this series have low price for their high characteristics. The series includes 
powerful spod rod for distance baiting. 

BIG GAME CARP

CARP fishing

SSBG360

SBG360

SBG390

fast

middle

middle

3.6

3.6

3.9

4

3.25

3.5

40

40

40

3

3

3

1.26

1.26

1.36

390

385

445

Item length, m Test, lb 1-st guide ØPCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

SPOD
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The rods of this series are an optimal 
choice for beginners. They are durable 

and do not demand much experience. 
Thanks to special composite materials 

and their semi-through action they are 
very strong and flexible, easy to cast and 

fish playing. Three-piece construction makes 
these rods convenient in transporting. 

ACTIVE CARP

Value-for-money durable 
carp rods for various condi-

tions. They do not demand su-
perior fishing skills there-

fore suit for wide circle of 
anglers.

FORCE ACTIVE
CARP ROD SERIES

CARP fishing

FAC360

FAC390

FACR360 middle40

middle40

middle40

3.6 2 1.86540

3.6 3 1.24530

3.9 3 1.36620

Item length, m Test, lb 1-st guide ØPCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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Magnum Black Carp is a series of budget composite carp rods. Due to their durability, 
strength and flexibility they are an excellent choice for beginners. These rods are 
multipurpose and can be used for carp fishing at any conditions. The rods have 
semi-through action and work well at short and medium distances. 

The range of powerful and durable telescopic carp rods. Due to their form-factor 
they are convenient in transporting. Moreover you can fold the rod without line 
rethreading that is perfect for roving anglers. Besides carp fishing these rods can 
be used in any kind of fishing when heavy weights and long distances are necessary. 

BLACK CARP

BLACK TELE CARP

CARP fishing

MBC390

MBC330

MBC360

middle

middle

middle

3.9

3.3

3.6

3.5

3.0

3.25

35

35

35

3

3

3

1.35

1.15

1.28

560

400

485

Item length, m Test, lb 1-st guide ØPCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g

MBTC360

MBTC330

slow

slow

3.6

3.3

3,.25

3.0

35

35

5

4

1.13

1.08

370

335

Item length, m Test, lb 1-st guide ØPCS Action Tr. Length, m Weight, g
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- 7+1 ball bearings
- Plastic body

- Aluminum spool 
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller

- Computer rotor balance

ARMADALE
FEEDER The range of top-class Flagman Feeder reels. These reels have lightweight 

plastic body, excellent balanced rotor, silent rotation – all these makes 
fishing both effective and comfortable. The reels of this range well combine 
with modern lightweight feeder rods. The large spool increases casting 
distance, improved spool oscillation mechanism provides excellent line 
laying that is needed when fishing with braided lines. The aluminum clip 
is strong and does not damage the line. The front drag gives the reel 
small size and durability. Armadale Feeder reels are a great combination 
of light weight and high retrieving power that is excellent for fast pace 
fishing. 

FEEDER

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity, 

mm/m

385 704.6:15000 0.20/215ARMF5000
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When long distance casting is first what you need, the Armadale Big Pit reel 
will help you. Elongated shallow spool has conical surface so the line can 
flow easily. Worm shaft oscillation system also increases casting abilities 
thanks to high quality line laying. Large, strong metal spool clip does 
not damage the line. The special ring does not allow the line fall 
under the spool. Actually, Armadale Big Pit is quite small and 
lightweight surfcasting reel optimized for feeder rods. The reel 
retrieves 90 cm of line per handle turn that is useful for fast pace fishing. 

BIG PIT

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity, 

mm/m

565 904.6:16000
0.2/290 0.25/180 

0.3/130ARMPIT

- 6+1 ball bearings
- Plastic body

- Aluminum spool 
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller

- Computer rotor balance
- Worm shaft

ARMADALE
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MANTARAY
ELITE FEEDER

Mantaray Elite Feeder 6000 is a first-class feeder reel specially 
designed for long-range feeder fishing. It perfectly suits for 
long powerful feeder rods. Large elongated shallow spool has 
conical surface so the line can flow easily. The worm shaft 
oscillation system gives high-quality line oscillation that also 
increases casting abilities. Large round handle made from EVA 
provides powerful and comfortable grip. 

ELITE FEEDER HEAVY

- 5+1 ball bearings
- Plastic body
- Aluminum spool 
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller
- Worm shaft
- Computer rotor balance

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m

560 904.6:16000
0.30/150 0.35/115 

0.4/90MEFMP60

The reels of this range com-
bine outstanding work charac-

teristics with strength and dura-
bility so they are perfectly well 

suited for fishing competi-
tions. 
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MANTARAY
ELITE FEEDER

Mantaray Elite Feeder is a range of first-class front drag reel purposely 
designed for feeder fishing. The gear provides smooth rotation, the 
rotor is well-balanced and excludes vibration even when fast line 
retrieving. High gear ratio combined with large spool gives high 
retrieving speed. The spool has two clips that increase abilities of 
distance fixation.

ELITE FEEDER

Item Weight, g Retrieve,
 cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity, 

mm/m

372

384

88

93

5.5:1

5.5:1

4000

5000

0.20/110 0.25/90 
0.3/70

0.30/100 0.25/150 
0.20/220

MEF4000

MEF5000

- 5+1 ball bearings
- Plastic body

- Aluminum spool 
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller

- Computer rotor balance
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- 5+1 ball bearings
- Plastic body
- Aluminum spool 
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller
- Computer rotor balance

- 4+1 ball bearings
- Plastic body
- Aluminum spool 
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller
- Computer rotor balance
- Free spool system

Sherman Pro is a range of front drag feeder reels well 
correspond to modern lightweight feeder rods. Their 
high retrieving power combines with light weight so 
fishing with such reel will be comfortable. The casting 
properties of the reel are perfect thanks to the large 
spools and high-quality line laying. The rotor is 
lightweight and well balanced. Large model range 
allows choosing optimal size for any feeder rod. 

Sherman Pro Feeder is a version of Sherman Pro 
reels with free spool system which designed for 
fishing on commercial ponds. Free spool system 
prevents the rod from falling when the carp or other 
large fish strikes sudden with fast move. The large 
spools are less capacious than the spools of carp 
reels that optimize using light lines.  

FEEDER

 
FEEDER 
BR

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m

285

415

380

70

80

65

5.0:1

4.6:1

4.6:1

3000

5000

4000

0.20/100 0.25/80 
0.30/60

0.25/190 0.30/130 
0.35/90

0.25/110 0.30/90 
0.35/70

SHPRO3000

SHPRO5000

SHPRO4000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m

440

505

80

82

4.6:1

4.6:1

5000

6000

0.20/220 0.25/140 
0,30/100

0.20/225 0.25/145 
0.30/100

SHPF50

SHPF60
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- 6+1 ball bearings
- Aluminum body
- Aluminum spool
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller
- Computer rotor balance

- 6+1 ball bearings
- Aluminum body
- Aluminum spool
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller
- Computer rotor balance

The range of powerful and durable front drag feeder 
reels. Aluminum body with strong plastic side plates 
cares for optimal stability and a distortion-proof 
storage of the gearing for high retrieving power. 
Lightweight and perfectly balanced plastic rotor 
effectively reduces vibration. Advanced s-curved 
oscillation system ensures high-quality line laying. 

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m

430 855.1:15000
0.2/470 0.35/275 

0.4/210SQPF5000

FEEDER

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m

450 915.1:16000
0.2/510 0.45/195 

0.5/170SQPF6000

SQUADRON
PRO FEEDER

There is a special hard 
metal “belt” on the spool 

surface. It has small teeth – like 
a fine cut rasp. This “belt” prevents 
line sliding around the spool but 

does not damage the line.  
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- 7 bearings
- Plastic body
- Aluminum spool 
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller

Cast Master is a series of strong and durable front 
drag feeder reels. Shallow elongated spool optimized 
for light lines increases casting distance. The improved 
spool oscillation mechanism provides high-quality 
line laying. The front drag gives the reel compact size 
and durability. Strong gear of the reel ensures high 
retrieving power. 

CAST MASTER 
FEEDER 5000

CAST MASTER 
FEEDER 6000

FEEDER

CAST MASTER 
FEEDER 4000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m

470 855.1:16000 0.2/110 0.25/80CMF6000

335 705.1:14000 0.2/130 0.25/100CMF4000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m

435 755.1:15000 0.2/120 0.25/90CMF5000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m
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- 6+1 ball bearings
- Plastic body 
- Aluminum spool 
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller
- Free spool system 

- 7 bearings
- Plastic body
- Aluminum spool 
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller
- Free spool system 

This range is really a legend, at least for our 
company. We have been producing these reels for 
many years and they have undergone only minor 
changes. The reel is so popular mostly due to its 
excellent durability. The last version is equipped 
with shallow elongated spool that increase casting 
abilities. Free spool system prevents rod from 
falling when a big fish strikes sudden with fast 
move.  

Feeder Master River is a series of reels purposely 
designed for feeder fishing. Powerful durable gear 
allows using large heavy feeders. Shallow elongated 
spool optimized for light lines increases casting 
distance. Free spool system prevents rod from 
falling when a big fish strikes with strong lunge. The 
reel has high retrieving speed due to high gear ratio 
and large spool. 

FEEEDER

RIVER

440 725.5:14000
0.20/110 0.25/90 

0.30/70LB4000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m

450

485

87

96

5.5:1

5.5:1

50

60

0.20/200 0.25/140

0.20/220 0.25/160

FMR5000

FMR6000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m
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- 3+1 ball bearings
- Plastic body
- Aluminum spool 
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller
- Free spool system 

- 3+1 ball bearings
- Plastic body
- Aluminum spool 
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller
- Free spool system 

This is a range of durable feeder reels with free 
spool system. They are smaller than carp fishing 
reels and optimally suite for light feeder rods. 
Sensor Feeder reels can be used on both commercial 
ponds and rivers. They have high retrieving power 
for their size. 

This reel is specially designed for Method Feeder 
and combines features of carp and feeder reels. Its 
spool is large but shallow that implies using light 
lines. At the same time the reel is equipped with 
free spool system, traditional mechanism of carp 
fishing reels. Also the reel has high retrieving 
power and can be used for fishing large fish.  

FEEDER

METHOD 
FEEDER

420

445

74

80

4.6:1

4.6:1

4000

5000

0.20/185 0.25/120

0.20/215 0.25/140

SFN4000

SFN5000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m

460 904.6:16000
0.20/200 0.25/130 

0.30/90SMHF6000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m
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- 3+1 ball bearings
- Plastic body
- Aluminum spool 
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller

Powerful and durable front drag reels of this series 
are equipped with large shallow spools increasing 
casting abilities. Low line capacity allows using low 
diameter monofilament and braided lines without 
backing. The reels come with high line capacity spare 
plastic spool for using large diameter monofilament 
lines. 

These reels are equipped with free spool system that 
prevents rod from falling if large fish will strike 
strongly. Shallow aluminum spool is optimized for 
using light lines. The reel rotates smoothly and has 
high retrieving power. These reels are multipurpose 
and can be used in various feeder fishing styles.  

ACTIVE 
FEEDER

ACTIVE 
FEEDER BR

- 2+1 ball bearings
- Plastic body
- Aluminum spool 
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller
- Free spool system

280

370

73

93

5.0:1

5.5:1

4000

5000

0.20/100 0.25/80 
0.30/60

0.20/140 0.25/120, 
0.30/90

FAF4000

FAF5000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m

425

455

435

75

95

85

5.5:1

5.5:1

5.5:1

4000

6000

5000

0.20/250 0.26/150 
0.30/110

0.20/220 0.25/140 
0.30/100

0.20/220 0.25/130 
0.30/90

FFA4000

FFA6000

FFA5000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m
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Magnum Feeder is a budget rear drag feeder reel. Its 
high retrieving power allows using heavy feeders. The 
reel has well balanced rotor and large line roller. 
Improved spool oscillation system gives high quality 
line laying. Comes with spare plastic spool. 

FEEDER

- 2 ball bearings
- Plastic body
- Plastic spool 
- Multi-point anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller

- 2 ball bearings
- Plastic body
- Aluminum spool 
- Multi-point anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller
- Free spool system

This reel can be used for both carp and feeder fishing. 
The large spool increases casting abilities. Free spool 
system prevents rod from falling when the carp 
strikes strongly. The reel is durable and has high 
retrieving power.

CARP 
FEEDER

250

355

335

65

88

80

5.0:1

5.5:1

5.5:1

3000

5000

4000

0.2/240 0.25/200 
0.3/140

0.35/200 0.4/160 
0.45/120

0.3/200 0.35/160 
0.4/120

MF3000

MF5000

MF4000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m

530 945.6:16000
0.40/140 0.45/120 

0.5/100MCF6000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m
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- 2+1 ball bearings
- Plastic body
- Aluminum spool 
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-twist line roller

This is an affordable reel specially designed for feeder 
fishing. The large aluminum spool with conical surface 
helps to perform distant casts. Strong gear provides 
high retrieving power. Front drag ensures fine 
adjusting.  

RIVER FEEDER

383 804.6:15000
0.2/140 0.25/120 

0.3/90MRF5000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m
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ELITE MATCH 3000

Rear drag and double 
handle were considered as 

specific features of match fishing 
reels for a long time. Therefore 
despite new trends the reels like 

Mantaray Elite Match are still 
relevant.

MANTARAY
ELITE SERIES

5+1 ball bearings
Plastic body
Aluminum spool 
Instant anti-reverse
Anti-Twist line roller
Computer rotor balance

Mantaray Elite Match 3000 is a rear drag reel purposely designed 
for match fishing. The lightweight compact body in conjunction 
with silent rotation makes fishing more comfortable. Double 
handle is traditional for match reels. It is easy to grip and gives 
more balance when rotating. Lightweight well balanced rotor 
has compact shape that minimizes moment of inertia. The 
reel comes with a spare plastic spool.

292 655.0:13000
0.2/80, 0.25/60, 

0.3/40MEM3000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m
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Mantaray Elite Match 4000 is a compact and 
lightweight front drag match fishing reel. Due to gear 
ratio 6.2:1 and quite large spool the reel provides 
fast line retrieving that is great for fast pace fishing. 
Shallow spool profile is ideal for the light lines. This 
reel can be used on the light feeder and picker rods 
when high retrieve speed is needed. 

ELITE MATCH 4000

MATCH

5+1 ball bearings
Plastic body
Aluminum spool 
Instant anti-reverse
Anti-Twist line roller
Computer rotor balance

8 bearings
Plastic body
Aluminum spool 
Instant anti-reverse
Anti-Twist line roller
Computer rotor balance

Sherman Pro Match 4000 is our new reel specially 
designed for float fishing. Its main feature is large 
diameter spool that significantly reduces influence 
of the line memory. The line comes off the spool 
more straight – without coils which create a high 
amount of friction as the line goes through the 
guides. High gear ratio in conjunction with large 
diameter spool provides high retrieving speed that 
is needed in float fishing. 

320 936.1:14000
0.2/170 0.25/140 

0.3/110SHPRM4000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m

290 866.2:14000
0.2/100, 0.25/80, 

0.3/60MEM4000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m
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MATCH

MATCH

- 3+1 ball bearings
- Plastic body
- Aluminum spool 
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller

- 2 ball bearings
- Plastic body
- Plastic spool 
- Multi-point anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller

This is a match fishing reel for a wide circle of 
anglers. The medium size, low weight and rear drag 
make it ideal for match and bolognese fishing. The 
low-profile elongated tapered spool provides 
significant increase of casting distance. Moreover, 
it is optimal for using light lines. The double 
handle provides excellent dynamic balancing, 
as well as the opportunity to grasp the 
handle quickly and begin reeling.  

Affordable rear drag reel specially designed for 
match fishing. The quite large shallow spool made 
of plastic is optimized for using thin monofilament 
lines. Double handle of the reel provides great 
dynamic balance. Due to its light weight Force 
Match well suits for modern match fishing rods.  

270 655.0:13000
0.2/80, 0.25/60 

0.3/40FM3000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m

315 705,0:13000
0.20/100, 0.25/80

0.30/60SMH3000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m
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BOLO

BOLO

- 2 ball bearings
- Plastic body
- Plastic spool 
- Multi-point anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller
 

- 2 ball bearings
- Plastic body
- Plastic spool 
- Multi-point anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller

Force Bolo is an exceptionally affordable rear drag 
reel first of all designed for bolognese fishing. The 
reel is equipped with a quite deep capacious plastic 
spool. The double handle provides excellent 
dynamic balance and enables to hold it 
quickly. The low weight of the reel makes it 
possible to use it on any float fishing rod. 

Magnum Bolo is a budget rear drag reel designed for 
float fishing. Due to compact shape and light weight 
it well combined with modern lightweight rods. 
Improved spool oscillation system gives high 
quality line laying.

265 605.0:12000
0.18/240, 0.20/200 

0.25/140FB2000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m

235 505.0:12000
0.18/240, 0.20/200 

0.25/140MB2000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m
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BIG GAME CARP

BIG GAME SPOD

- 2+1 ball bearings
- Plastic body
- Aluminum spool 
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller
- Free spool system

- 6+1 ball bearings
- Plastic body
- Aluminum spool 
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller 

Sensor Big Game Carp is a durable and powerful carp 
fishing reel. Its strong gear ensures high retrieving power 
that allows to fight large carp, grass carp etc. Thanks to 
the spool with high capacity you can use long main line 
which gives you confidence when big fish playing. The reel 
is equipped with free spool system which prevents rod 
from falling when carp strikes with strong lunge. 

This new reel is purposely designed for spod baiting. 
Large tapered spool made of hard aluminum alloy 
provides outstand casting abilities. It is suitable for 
both monofilament and braided lines. Strong gear 
and high retrieving power enable you to use the reel 
for a long time. 

415 934.6:16000
0.35/300 0.4/250

 0.45/180SBGC6000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m

480 834.7:16000
0.38/190, 0.37/140 

0.4/110SBGS6000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m
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ACTIVE CARP

BLACK CARP

- 3+1 ball bearings
- Plastic body
- Aluminum spool 
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller
- Free spool system

- Plastic body
- 2+1 ball bearings
- Plastic body
- Aluminum spool 
- Instant anti-reverse
- Anti-Twist line roller
- Free spool system

Force Active Carp is one of our most popular carp reels. 
Thanks to high retrieving power and free spool 
mechanism, this reel suites for a wide application range. 
Large elongated tapered spool enable to cast for a long 
distance. This strong carp fishing reel has an excellent 
price-performance ratio.

Magnum Black Carp is a carp fishing reel with an 
excellent price-performance ratio. The large spool 
made of aluminum alloy increases casting abilities. 
Free spool system prevents rod from falling when a 
carp strikes with fast lunge. The reel has strong 
plastic body and high retrieving power. 

455 805.0:15000
0.3/330, 0.35/210 

0.4/160MBC5000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m

530

550

80

80

4.7:1

4.6:1

5000

6000

0.33/280, 0.37/210 
0.40/160

0.33/330, 0.37/280 
0.40/220

FACR5000

FACR6000

Item Weight, g Retrieve, 
cm

Gear 
RatioSize Line capacity,

 mm/m
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Sherman Pro represents our new generation of seatboxes. It’s based 
on new-style aluminum frame and equipped with 30-mm leg system. 

There is a shallow unit and a slide drawer fitted to the top of frame. 
Also the seatbox is equipped with deep unit with sliding runners 

which is fitted lower. The footplate is sliding and comes with 
the seatbox. The 6 legs are also included; all of them have 
telescopic construction. 

SHERMAN PRO SEATBOx

Leg Ø, mm:  30
Weight, kg: 15.9
Tr. Size, cm: 46x67x44
Max. Load, kg: 150

ITEM: TH065
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This compact and lightweight seatbox becomes very popular among 
float and feeder anglers thanks to its small transporting size. You 
can use it even if you go fishing by bus or by bike. Besides the 
footplate the seatbox comes with 6 25-mm legs. You can use 
various seat box accessories suitable for such leg diameter. Without the footplate the 

seatbox will become even more 
transportable. You can place it 
even in a large bag that is per-

fect for roving anglers. 

COMPACT SEATBOx

ITEM: TH067

Leg Ø, mm:  25 
Weight, kg: 6.9
Tr. Size, cm: 54x53x24
Max. Load, kg: 100

COMPACT SEAT BOx
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FOOTPLATE
This footplate is designed for using with 
DKR038 seat box. It allows you to place your 
seatbox over the water surface and make it 
more comfortable. 

ITEM: DKR056

This seatbox always provides comfortable fishing thanks to 360-degree 
rotating cushioned seat. The seat’s backrest is folding that significantly 

reduces transporting size. The seatbox is based on lightweight 
aluminum frame and equipped with 36-mm leg system. 4 legs are 

included. You can buy special footplate for the seatbox. 

MATCH COMPETITION SEATBOx

Leg Ø, mm:  36 
Weight, kg: 9.8 
Tr. Size, cm: 42х87х37 
Max. Load, kg: 125 
 

Weight, kg: 2.5
Size, cm: 43х87 
Leg Ø, mm:  36
 

The seatbox with rotating seat 
have developed primarily for 
feeder fishing, but some anglers 

would choose it for float 
fishing. 

MATCH 
COMPETITION 

SEATBOx

ITEM: DKR038
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FOOTPLATE 
Footplate which is intended for using with our 
feeder chair FTH0015. It gives more comfort and 
allows placing chair over the water surface.

ITEM: TH030

Weight, kg: 2.8
Size, cm: 47x70 
Leg Ø, mm:  30
 

We have designed this chair primarily for feeder anglers. It combines 
comfort of a chair and abilities of a seatbox. The adjustable legs 
allow placing the chair on the sloped coast and using seat box 
accessories. You can buy the footplate which gives more 
comfort. The back rest is foldable and its slope angle is 
adjustable.

FEEDER CHAIR

Leg Ø, mm:  30 
Weight, kg: 5.8 
Tr. Size, cm: 56х60 
Max. Load, kg: 130

ITEM: FTH0015
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20
18The chair is based on 30-mm 

leg system so you can use any 
Flagman seat box accesso-

ry of such leg diameter. 

This original chair is primarily designed for roving feeder anglers. It combines small transporting size with 
abilities of seatbox. You can use seatbox accessories, place the chair on the slopped coast etc. At the same 
time folding backrest allows to place this chair in a fishing bag. Cushioned seat and backrest ensure 
comfortable fishing.  

FEEDER CHAIR

Leg Ø, mm:  30
Weight, kg: 7.6
Tr. Size, cm: 65х46х22
Max. Load, kg: 100
 

ITEM: TH060

MATCH 
COMPETITION 

SEATBOx
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ITEM: TH058

20
18

ITEM: TH03625/30/36 ITEM: TH02519/25/30 ITEM: DKR030d-38 cm

ITEM: DKR039

3525/30/36

Size, cmMount Ø, mm
2525/30

Size, cmMount Ø, mm

PLASTIC GROUNDBAIT BOWL SOFT GROUNDBAIT BOWL 
Round soft bait bowl with support and fixing clip. The 
cap keeps your groundbait out of sunlight and rain. 
The fixing clip is supplied with rubber inserts so you 
can attach the bowl to legs of different diameters. 

Large square hard plastic bait bowl with support and 
fixing clip.  The fixing clip is supplied with rubber 
inserts so you can attach the bowl to legs of different 
diameters.

GROUNDBAIT BOWLS
Rigid plastic groundbait bowls supplied with fixing hoop for attaching to seatbox or chair legs. Can be used 
without hoop.  Moreover you can buy a bowl without hoop.  

ITEM: TH02419/25/30 d=25cm
d=38cm
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TELESCOPIC LEGS

Telescopic legs of different diameters designed for 
using with footplates, large side trays etc. Also they 
can be used as spare legs with seatboxes and chairs. 

DKR029

25

73

DKR028

25

73/103

TH009

25

55

TH027

30

49/77

DKR019

36

60/92

DKR020

36

75/105

DKR018

36

42/72

Item

Size, cm

Leg Ø, cm

This large side tray is a perfect choice for any condition. It 
protects your bait and tackle from rain and sun shining, 
prevents them from blowing in the wind. The awning is 
made of strong and durable waterproof fabric. Moreover 
the fabric is reflective so it doesn’t absorb heat so the bait 
will always be cool. Thanks to its folding construction the 
awning has small transporting size. The side tray is made 
of strong aluminum alloy. In addition it supported on two 
separate legs apart from seatbox leg so it can bear very 
heavy load. Due to rubber inserts you can use this side tray 
with legs of different diameters. 

SIDE TRAY

This side tray is perfect for holding different baits 
and accessories. It is made of robust plastic and 
equipped with strong, durable clip for attaching to a 
seatbox leg. 

SIDE TRAY 

42x38

42x38
25

30

Size, cmMount Ø, mmItem

HCT0001

HCT0002

39х4925, 30, 36

Size, cmMount Ø, mmItem

DKR035

ITEM HCT0001

ITEM: DKR035

ITEM: HCT0002
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10025/30/36DKR041

Item Length, cmMount Ø, mm

FEEDER ARM

FEEDER ARM

MULTIPURPOSE ARM

Very stable, rigid and strong feeder arm with dual fixing 
points. It is a great choice for long, heavy feeder rods and for 
any situation when the hardness is needed.

Very strong and stable feeder arm. It has vertical adjustment but you cannot raise a rod 
tip high. This feeder arm is perfect for method feeder and float fishing. 

This multipurpose arm has simple construction. It has 
vertical adjustment but you cannot raise a rod rest or 
other accessories too high. It works great as feeder 
arm on still water feeder and float fishing when you 
don’t need to raise a rod tip high.  

A lightweight feeder arm with one 
fixing point. You can place your rod 
where you need thanks to complete 
horizontal and vertical adjustment.

25/30SHDA2530

Item Mount Ø, mm

A stable feeder arm designed with 
dual fixing points which enable it to be 
fitted below the frame of your seatbox. 
Ideal for using with long feeder rods.

FEEDER ARM 

FEEDER ARM 
25,30TH021

Item Mount Ø, mm:

25, 30TH059

Item Mount Ø, mm

25, 30TH057

Item Mount Ø, mm

25, 30TH056

Item Mount Ø, mm

ITEM: TH059

ITEM: DKR041

Item: SHDA2530

ITEM: TH056ITEM: TH057

ITEM: TH021
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Aluminum tripods designed for 
feeder fishing. Telescopic legs allow 
height adjusting so you can place a 
tripod on the sloped bank and alter 
rod position. 

FEEDER TRIPODS

0.71 55 50/110F2422

Item Weight, kg Size, cmTr. Size, cm

0.97 50-15557FZ06202001

Item Weight, kg Size, cmTr. Size, cm

0.75 57 57-110300122

Item Weight, kg Size, cmTr. Size, cm

0.75 58-10069DNL0001

Item Weight, kg Size, cmTr. Size, cm

ITEM: DNL0001 ITEM: 300122

ITEM: F2422

ITEM: FZ06202001

POLE SUPPORT BAR
This ultra-rigid bar is specially designed for pole 
fishing. Allows height adjusting. Profiled head 
makes pole positioning absolutely perfect. 

ITEM: DKR044

0.97 53/126DKR044

Item Weight, kg Size, cm

TOP KIT ROOST
The roost intended for storing top kits or spare rods 
while fishing. Adjustable legs allow to place the 
roost on sloped bank. Thanks to folding construction 
this roost has compact transport size.

ITEM: FZ1012

1.850 50, 93FZ1012

Item Weight, kg Size, cm
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A straight support, intended for fixation 
feeder and match fishing rods when fish-
ing. The support is made of metal and 
padded with soft EVA foam. The ridged 
surface does not allow a rod to slide 
down. 

ROD SUPPORT

FEEDER RESTS

TH005 25

Item Size, cm

universal thread

Mount Ø, mm

ITEM: FZ012

ITEM: FZ0004

ITEM: Z00027

ITEM: FZ0005

ITEM: FZ0007 ITEM: FZ0001

ITEM: TH019

ITEM: FZEV0001

ITEM: FZ0002

ITEM: FZ0003

ROOST

PLASTIC BAR  

ROOST 

ROD REST 

The large-sized roost with an insert made of soft EVA 
foam, prevents blanks of the fishing rods from dam-
age. The roost has three attachment points with the 
universal thread that increase fitting abilities. 

The tilt plastic bar. Equipped with two points with 
universal thread to fit rod rests etc. 

The tilt plastic rod rest.  Its shape is optimized for 
fishing on the flowing water with a feeder rod.

A roost with insert made of soft EVA foam. The tilt 
construction allows to fit the roost to different 
arms.  

universal threadАЯ012

Item Mount Ø, mm

universal thread

universal thread

FZ0004

FZ0005

Item Mount Ø, mm

universal threadZ00027

Item Mount Ø, mm

FEEDER RESTS

Feeder rests padded with soft EVA foam. The rip-
pled surface protects a rod from sliding down.

36 universal threadFZ0003

Item Mount Ø, mm Size, cm
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The big rack with an insert made of soft EVA. Protects 
fishing rods from damage. It has the universal thread. 
The shape of this rack is especially reliable in protecting 
fishing rods from falling. 

ROOST  

ROOST 

ROOST 

The small and compact rack with an in-
sert made of soft EVA. Protects blanks 
of the fishing rods from damage. 
Equipped with the universal thread.

The roost is designed for storing your top-kits safely. The 
inserts are made of soft EVA. The standard screw thread 
allows to fit the roost to standard bankstick or tripod.

The roost is designed for storing your 
top-kits safely. The inserts are made of 
soft EVA. The standard screw thread al-
lows to fit the roost to standard bank-
stick or tripod.

TILT ROOST

ROOST 

The roost is designed for storing your top-kits safely. The 
inserts are made of soft EVA. The standard screw thread 
allows to fit the roost to standard bankstick or tripod.

The roost is designed for storing your top-kits safely. Has a 
clip to fit to a seatbox leg. 

ROOST

universal thread 32Z00032

Item Mount Ø, mm Size, cm

25TH006

Item Mount Ø, mm

Size, cm: 46

Size, cm: 52

30TH026

Item Mount Ø, mm

PR50005 27

Item

universal thread

Mount Ø, mm Size, cm

DKR007

Item

universal thread 53.5

Mount Ø, mm Size, cm

PR50008 42

Item

universal thread

Mount Ø, mm Size, cm

Z00036

Item

36

Size, cm

Z00048

Item

48

Size, cm

ITEM: DKR007

ITEM: Z00032

ITEM: PR50005

ITEM: PR50008

ITEM: Z00036

ITEM: Z00048

ITEM: TH017

ITEM: TH018

METHOD FEEDER ROD RESTS

The curved shape prevents the rod 
from being pulled off the rest when 
an aggressive take that is often en-
countered while fishing a method 
feeder. It protects both the rod and 
guides from damage. 
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20
18The groundbait bowls with 

a clip for attaching to a seat-
box leg make feeder loading 

more convenient

ITEM: DKR021

ITEM: DKR022

KEEPNET HOLDER
This original keepnet holder fits to footplate and provides optimal position of your 
keepnet. Allows you to pull off a keepnet 

ROD BARS  

This arm can be used for positioning side 
trays and other accessories around the 
seatbox.

UNIVERSAL ARM

This bar with ridged foam can be used with butt rest pole grips, pole 
socks etc. Also you can use it without any accessory.

The bars with coat made of soft EVA. Have threads for attaching 
accessories around the seatbox.

KEEPNET TELE ARMRIPPLE BAR 
A straight telescopic arm allows placing your 
keepnet where you need. Can be rotated into any 
position. 

25/30TH008 18

Item Size, cmMount Ø, mm

25DKR031

Item Mount Ø, mm

36DKR032

Item Mount Ø, mm

25/30

25/30

TH029 30x10

TH031 30x10

Item Size, cmMount Ø, mm

25/30

25/30

25/30

TH002 8

TH003 16

TH004 14

Item Size, cmMount Ø, mm

36 cm 32 cm

ITEM: DKR032 ITEM: TH008ITEM: DKR031

ITEM: TH029

ITEM: TH031
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ITEM: DKR023
ITEM: DKR033

ITEM: QWC0006

ADjUSTABLE ARM BUTT REST 
Adjustable arm allows to fit various seat box accessories: butt 
rest, side tray etc. Thanks to clip features you can fit this arm to 
different legs of a seatbox or a chair. 

This butt rest offers excellent flexibility when placing the rod. 
The arm is fully padded with EVA foam so that protects the rod 
from damage. 

22 25, 30, 36DKR033

Item Size, cm Mount Ø, mm

30DKR023

Item Mount Ø, mm

This adapter is designed 
to fit various accessories 
to chair or seatbox leg. 
Due to rubber inserts 
(included) the adapter 
can be mounted to legs 
of different diameters. 

The big-sized roller. The 
soft coating made of EVA 
ensures the safety of the 
landing net handle.

 This rod support is designed to 
safely and securely hold your 
rod leaving your hands free for 
tying rigs, catapulting bait or 
unhooking fish.

BROLLY ARMADAPTERNET HANDLE ROLLER ROD SUPPORT
This arm gives brolly 
ultimate stability. It can 
be rotated to the needed 
position for optimal 
coverage.   

25/30TH035

Item Mount Ø, mm

25TH022

Item Mount Ø, mm

25/30/36DKR025

Item Mount Ø, mm

ITEM: DKR025
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The high class keepnet is an ideal choice for experienced anglers. Strong 
aluminum hoops are located over the mesh and protect it from damage. 
Ideal for fishing on flowing water. Thanks to the rectangle hoops flow can-
not roll the keepnet. Strong coated mesh does not absorb the smell.

RUBBER MESH KEEPNET

RUBBER

RUBBER

300 50х40 5

400 50х40 5

FZ40317300

FZ40307400

Item MaterialLength, cm Size, cm  Cell size, mm

20
18

These keepnets are a perfect choice for 
advanced and competitive anglers. They are 
characterized by highest quality and durable 
construction.

COMPETITION
KEEPNETS

Top grade keepnet primarily aimed for competitive 
anglers. Rectangle hoops prevent keepnet from 
rolling when fishing on flowing water. They are 
made of strong aluminum alloy and are located 
over the mesh so it is really protected from dam-
age. The mesh is strong and durable, does not ab-
sorb smells and dries quickly. 

ARMADALE KEEPNET

NYLON400 50х40 4ARMK4000

Item MaterialLength, cm Size, cm Cell size, mm
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High quality keepnet with nylon mesh. Excellent for fishing on flowing water. Thanks to the rectangle hoops 
flow cannot roll the keepnet. The hoops are made of aluminum. There are additional plastic guards on the 
hoop corners. The hoops are located over the mesh and protect it from damage.

FORCE ACTIVE KEEPNET

200 55 1

300 55 1

FZ50555200

FZ50557300

Item Length, cm Ø, см Cell size, mm

Item Length, cm Size, cm  Cell size, 
mm

250 50х40 1

300

200

50х40

50х40

1

1

FZ50408250

FZ50408300

FZ50408200

This high quality keepnet is perfect for fishing 
on flowing water. Thanks to the rectangle 
hoops flow cannot roll the keepnet. The hoops 
are made of aluminum and have strong plas-
tic coating. They are located over the mesh 
and protect it from damage. The nylon mesh 
dries quickly.

RIVER KEEPNET

NYLON

NYLON

300 50х40 3

400 50х40 4

FZ40305030

FZ40305040

Item MaterialLength, cm Size, cm  Cell size, mm
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20
18Different fishing styles de-

mand different landing net heads. 
Our model range allows you 

choose optimal head for any 
fishing purpose. 

LANDING 
NET HEADS

A large head of landing net. The basket made of the 
monofilament line does not absorb water and smells, the 
hooks are rarely tangled in it. The floats made of EVA prevent 
the landing net head from sinking under water.

A landing net head with rubberized basket. The basket is very durable and strong; the hooks and notched fin rays of carp do not 
virtually get tangled in it. It barely absorbs water and smells.

The head of the landing net has a big size. The basket made of 
the fishing line does not absorb water and smells, the hooks are 
rarely tangled in it.

АРТ: FZ5060

АРТ: MAO003

АРТ: FZ5060EVA

АРТ: MAO002

LANDING NET HEADLANDING NET HEAD

LANDING NET HEAD

NYLON50x60FZ5060EVA

Item Basket materialSize, сm

RUBBER45x40MAO002

Item Basket materialSize, сm

RUBBER45x40MAO003

Item Basket materialSize, сm

NYLON50x60FZ5060

Item Basket materialSize, сm
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A folding landing net head. It is essential in the cases, when 
the need for compactness at transporting is brought to the 
foreground. 

A drop-like shaped landing net head. The basket made of 
the monofilament line does not absorb water and smells, 
the hooks are rarely tangled in it.

A large-size landing net head. The basket made of the 
monofilament line does not absorb water and smells, 
the hooks are rarely tangled in it. The hoop shape 
facilitates taking large fish into the landing net. 

The head of the landing net with fine mesh. The floats made 
of EVA prevent the head of the landing net from sinking 
under water.

АРТ: FZ5043EVA АРТ: FZ4237007

АРТ: NJF-5040 АРТ: FZ4555LANDING NET HEAD

LANDING NET HEAD

LANDING NET HEAD

LANDING NET HEAD

NYLON45x50FZ4555

Item Basket materialSize, сm

CAPRON50x40NJF-5040

Item Basket materialSize, сm

CAPRON50x43FZ5043EVA

Item Basket materialSize, сm

NYLON55x45FZ4237007

Item Basket materialSize, сm
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A landing net head with strong and durable large-meshed 
basket made of thick monofilament line. The hooks and 
notched fin rays of carp do not virtually get tangled in it. The 
basket does not absorb water and smells. 

Due to hoop shape this landing net is perfect to land quite large fish. 
Strong and durable mesh is impregnated with rubber so does not 
absorb smells and dries quickly. The hoop is made of aluminum alloy.

The landing net head with rubberized basket. Does not absorb smells and dries quickly. This landing net is 
ideal for match fishing.

The large landing net is excellent for feeder fishing. Its 
strong mesh is impregnated with rubber so does not absorb 
smells and dries quickly. The solid hoop made of aluminum 
alloy is very strong.

The large landing net head equipped with mesh impregnated 
with silicon. It dries quickly and does not absorb smells and water. 
The hoop is made of hard aluminum alloy that provides its high 
strength.

LANDING NET HEAD

LANDING NET HEAD

LANDING NET HEAD

LANDING NET HEAD

LANDING NET HEAD

SILICONE50х40FZS23056

Item Basket materialSize, сm

RUBBER50x40FZ5040

Item Basket materialSize, сm

NYLON55х45FZ4238020

Item Basket materialSize, сm

RUBBER60х52FZ6052-R

Item Basket materialSize, сm

RUBBER40х50ZX405057

Item Basket materialSize, сm

RUBBER40х55ZX405557

Item Basket materialSize, сm

АРТ: FZS23056 АРТ: FZ5040

АРТ: FZ6052-R АРТ: FZ4238020

АРТ: ZX405057 АРТ: ZX405557
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The lightweight and rigid top-grade put-over net handle is 
perfect for competitive anglers. In conjunction with 
lightweight landing net head this handle is ideal tool for 
fast-pace fishing.                                                         

FIRST CLASS NET HANDLES

Armadale is a lightweight and rigid net handle. Due to the three piece construction it has 
a quite short transportation length. The handle is well balanced and suitable for lightweight 
net heads. This handle is a nice choice for the fast-pace fishing.

The lightweight and rigid top-grade put-over net handle is perfect for competitive anglers. 
In conjunction with lightweight landing net head this handle is ideal tool for fast-pace 
fishing. 

Item PCS Weight, g Tr. Length, cm Typelength, cm

4 256 146 PUT OVER400TRGH400

LANDING NET HANDLE

LANDING NET HANDLE

3 345 151400ARH400 PUT OVER

Item PCS Weight, g Tr. Length, cm Typelength, cm
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This net handle is powerful and strong due to its reinforced construction. At the same 
time it is lightweight and well balanced. It bears quite heavy heads and can be used for 
both large and small fish landing.

MANTARAY ELITE Ex-STRONG 
MATCH LANDING NET HANDLE

Item PCS Weight, g Tr. Length, cm Typelength, cm

3

3

315

360

132

125

PUT OVER

PUT OVER

350

400

MESM3500

MESM4000

Item PCS Weight, g Tr. Length, cm Typelength, cm

3

5

378

450

147

111

PUT OVER

PUT OVER

400

500

SHPRL400

SHPRH500

The five-meter handle is a perfect choice when compact transporting size is needed. 
Moreover this handle is long so allows to land fish far from the shore. Four-meter 
handle has three-piece construction. It is a lightweight and rigid so suits for any fishing 
situation. High length of Squadron Pro net handles means that you can land a fish far 
from the coast. It is perfect for using long feeder or float rods.

LANDING NET HANDLE 
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Powerful and durable put-over net handle. Can be used with heavy-weight heads and 
is an ideal choice for fishing large fish. At the same time the handle has perfect 
balance and does not seem heavy. 

This strong put-over net handle is specially designed for carp fishing with feeder and 
float tackle. It bears large and heavy landing net heads easily. But at the same time this 
handle is lightweight and well-balanced.  

High length of Squadron Pro net handles 
means that you can land a fish far from 
the coast. It is perfect for using long 
feeder or float rods.                                                  

SQUADRON
SERIES

4 PUT OVER375 121400SPRM400

Item PCS Weight, g Tr. Length, cm Typelength, cm

3 315 145400SQPC400 PUT OVER

Item PCS Weight, g Tr. Length, cm Typelength, cm

SQUADRON PRO CARP LANDING NET HANDLE        

SQUADRON PRO MATCH  
LANDING NET HANDLE  
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Item PCS Weight, g Tr. Length, cm Typelength, cm

3 420 PUT OVER137350MPR001

Item PCS Weight, g Tr. Length, cm Typelength, cm

2
3

260
317

160
145

300
400

CMP300
CMP400

PUT OVER
PUT OVER

This net handle is slim but very strong. It is equipped with additional non-slip rubber 
grip near the net head that is needed when big fish is landed. This is an excellent net 
handle for targeted fishing carp and other big fish.

CAST MASTER LANDING NET HANDLE

Powerful put-over net handle great for both river and lake fishing. Due to its excellent 
balance the handle does not seem heavy. 

MASTER POWER RIVER   LANDING NET HANDLE  
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POWERFUL
NET HANDLES
These net handles are powerful even for 
using large and heavy landing net heads. 

FORCE ACTIVE PUT OVER LANDING NET HANDLE
Superbly stiff and responsive this 3.4 m handle offers the option of two sections with 
threads. This allows you to choose a shorter more powerful version. Three sections pack 
into one.

S-Power handle is lightweight and well balanced. It combines well with lightweight net 
heads. You can use this handle all day and do not feel it`s heavy.

S-POWER LANDING NET HANDLE

3 305 125330SPW330 Put over

Item PCS Weight, g Tr. Length, cm Typelength, cm

3 380 137340FAH340 Put over

Item PCS Weight, g Tr. Length, cm Typelength, cm
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Very strong and powerful telescopic handle. It can bear heavy load due to its thick 
walls. Can be used for both feeder and float fishing.

Two handles which have unbelievable price. The handles are powerful and strong 
thanks to usage of the modern composite material. 

MAGNUM BLACK TELE LANDING NET HANDLE

FORCE ACTIVE  LANDING NET HANDLE

3 165 115 Tele

3 265 115 Tele

200

300

MBT2000

MBT3000

Item PCS Weight, g Tr. Length, cm Typelength, cm

2 175 105

3 300 108

200

300

FAH200

FAH300

TELE

TELE

Item PCS Weight, g Tr. Length, cm Typelength, cm
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ITEM: ARMRB ITEM: ARMBB

ITEM: ARM1BB

ITEM: ARM2BB

The top grade bags are designed to carry and store 
rectangle shaped keepnets. Made of strong synthetic 
fabric with additional padding for more protection. 
There are totally waterproof polymer inserts in each 
zipped compartment. They are mounted by Velcro so 
you can take them out and clean up. The bottom is 
reinforced with polymer sheet. 

KEEPNET BAGS

RUCKBAG INSULATED BAIT BAG 

The insulated bag is the best way to protect your bait 
when the weather is warm. Insulation is provided by 
reflective inner material and thick foam inserts in the 
walls, bottom and lid. Zipped front pocket can be used 
for storing small accessories. The bag is equipped with 
handles and shoulder strap for easy transporting. 

RIGID46x33x24ARMRB CLOTHE

Bottom Size, cmItem Material 

21 26ARMBB CLOTHE

Diameter, cm Height, cmItem Material 

SEMI-RIGID

SEMI-RIGID

60x50x10

60x50x20

1

2

ARM1BB

ARM2BB

Item BottomSize, cm Compartments 

This original hybrid combines the best features of a bag 
and a rucksack. Like a rucksack it ensures easy carrying, 
like a bag it has convenient shape for storing accessories. 
Hard molded bottom keeps rectangle shape and 
provides more protection. This ruckbag is an ideal 
choice for roving anglers. 
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ITEM: ARMBGITEM: ARMSMB

ITEM: ARMMB

The largest bag in this range. You can place in 
it all your tackle and accessories which you 
usually use. The bag has very large main 
compartment and three zipped outer pockets. 
The front pocket is large enough to carry 
landing net head or small sized keepnet. The 
strong polymer bottom is totally waterproof. 
The bag is equipped with handles and shoulder 
strap for easy transporting. 

A bag intended to store and carry feeder fishing 
tackle and accessories. Made of strong and durable 
fabric. There are foam inserts in the walls so the 
bag retains its shape well. Zipped outer pockets are 
ideal place for different small accessories such 
terminal tackle boxes. The polymer bottom is totally 
waterproof and strong so it provides additional 
protection. The bag is equipped with handles and 
shoulder strap for easy transporting. 

This insulated bag helps to keep your bait fresh for 
a long time despite warm summer weather. The 
round shape is perfect for groundbait mixing. 
Insulation is provided by reflective inner material 
and thick foam inserts in the walls, bottom and lid. 
The bag is equipped with handles and shoulder 
strap for easy transporting. 

LARGE TACKLE BAG

INSULATED BAIT BAGFEEDER FISHING BAG

41x26x24 SEMI-RIGIDARMSMB CLOTHE

Size, cm Bottom Item Material Size, cm Bottom Item Material 

37x26x22 SEMI-RIGIDARMBG CLOTHE

68x48x40 SEMI-RIGIDARMMB CLOTHE

Size, cm BottomItem Material 
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АРТ: ARMTT

All these holdalls are designed to store and carry 
rods with reels. They are made of strong waterproof 
fabric that provides perfect protection from 
damage. The models intended for two or more 
fishing rods have separate zipped compartments to 
store the rods safely. The plastic bottom gives more 
protection. The holdalls are equipped with handles 
and shoulder straps. 

Rigid tube for store and carry quivertips. Oval shape 
provides compactness and convenient using. 

ROD HOLDALL

QUIVERTIP TUBE

RIGID

RIGID

RIGID

RIGID

RIGID

RIGID

RIGID

190

165

165

190

190

165

165

1

2

1

3

2

3

4

ARMHC1_190

ARMHC2_165

ARMHC1_165

ARMHC3_190

ARMHC2_190

ARMHC3_165

ARMHC4_165

Item Bottom Length, cm Compartments

CLOTHE80x9x5 1ARMTT

Item Material Length, cm Compartments 
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АРТ: ARMRC4 АРТ: ARMRC2

АРТ: ARMRC

АРТ: ARMRC1АРТ: ARMAC

АРТ: ARMSB

The case is intended to store and carry four reels. 
Made of strong fabric, additional padding ensures 
more protection. Has one zipped compartment with 
soft padded partitions.

This semi-rigid case ensures excellent protection 
for your reel when transporting and storing. It 
made of strong fabric with semi-rigid side inserts. 
Equipped with full length zip. 

This case is designed to store and carry feeders or 
feeder accessories. Made of strong fabric. Has one 
zipped compartment. Transparent lid ensures more 
convenience. 

The case is intended to store and carry one reel. 
Made of strong fabric, additional padding ensures 
more protection. Has one zipped compartment. 

The case is intended to carry and store reel spools. 
Made of strong fabric. Additional padding ensures 
great protection. A zip is mounted lengthwise. 

The case is intended to store and carry two reels. 
Made of strong fabric, additional padding ensures 
more protection. Has one zipped compartment with 
soft padded partition. Equipped with a handle. 

FOUR REEL CASE

SINGLE REEL CASEACCESSORY CASE

REEL CASESPOOL CASE

TWO REEL CASE

30x26x12ARMRC4 4 CLOTHE

Size, cmItem Qty of reels Material

30x9ARMSB 4 CLOTHE

Size, cmItem Qty of spool Material

28x21x10ARMAC 1 CLOTHE

Size, cmItem Compartments Material Size, cmItem Qty of reels Material

17x12x10ARMRC1 1 CLOTHE

Size, cmItem Qty of reels Material

21x16x10ARMRC 1 CLOTHE

Size, cmItem Qty of reels Material

26x17x11ARMRC2 2 CLOTHE
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The large tackle and accessory bag is made of 
waterproof fabric. It has a large main compartment 
and three capacious zipped outer pockets. A rigid 
molded bottom ensures more protection. The bag 
is equipped with handles and shoulder strap.

The large tackle and accessory bag is equipped 
with two fold out compartments at the top. The 
main compartment is large so accommodate all 
your bait and tackle item. The bag is made of 
waterproof fabric, equipped with handles and 
padded shoulder strap. 

TACKLE AND ACCESSORY BAG

FEEDER ACCESSORY BAG

50x35x40HSG0002

Item Size, cm

HSG0035

Item

The specialized bag is intended for carrying and storing 
feeder tackle and accessories. It is made of strong waterproof 
fabric. Padded walls and inner laying of strong polymer 
ensure great protection. Two small soft cases with transparent 
zipped covers are included. There are three large outer 
zipped pockets on the sides of the bag. 

FEEDER ACCESSORY BAG

36x24x50HSG0012

Item Size, cm
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This bag is designed for storing and carrying 
feeder chair. Ensure total weather resistance. 
Apart from the main compartment the bag is 
equipped with large outer pocket to store 
landing net head or small keepnet. 

Water-resistant cover for seatbox seat. Helps to 
keep dust and dirt away from your seat box seat 
when storing and transporting. Made of strong 
waterproof fabric. 

The bags are designed for keepnet transporting and stoning. They are totally waterproof and protect your 
car from fish smell. Equipped with handles.

KEEPNET BAGS

CHAIR BAG

SEAT COVER

60x8HSG0011

Item Size, cm

53x60x6 1HSG0007

Item Size, cm Compartments 

53x60x16 2HSG0008

Item Size, cm Compartments 

82,5х81,5х20HSG0022 2

Item Compartments Size, cm

HSG0033 40x30

Item Size, cm
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QUIVERTIP CASE

29х22х21HSG0001

Item Size, cm

25х20HSG0034

Item Size, cm

60HSG0013

Item Size, cm

HSG0023

Item

INSULATED BAG

SOFT GROUNDBAIT BOWL

INSULATED BAG

The insulated bag is designed for bait storing. Made of 
waterproof fabric. Insulation is provided by reflective inner 
laying and thick padded walls. Equipped with handles and 
shoulder strap. 

Soft bowl with zipped cover intended to store, carry 
and mix groundbait. The bowl is made of strong 
waterproof fabric so it is easy to wipe it clean. 
Equipped with handles for easy carrying. 

An insulated bag that is perfect for 
storing your bait in the summer day. 
Made of waterproof fabric. Insulation 
is provided by reflective inner laying 
and thick padded walls. Apart from 
the main insulated compartment the 
bag has two large outer pockets. 
Equipped with handles and shoulder 
strap. 

9.8

Volume, l

Semi-rigid quivertip case. Made of strong waterproof fabric with rigid plastic 
insert. A zip is placed lengthwise that makes using more convenient. 
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SOFT REEL CASES

Semi-rigid reel caSe
Semi-rigid case intended to carry and 
store fishing reels. Ensures great protec-
tion.  This case can be used without hav-
ing to remove the reel from the rod. 

Semi-rigid case intended to carry and 
store fishing reels. Ensures great protec-
tion. Has one zipped compartment. 

The soft reel cases protect the reels from damage. Made of strong waterproof fabric. Each case has one zipped compartment. 

The case made of strong waterproof fab-
ric. You can place several catapults in it. 
Has one zipped compartment. 

CATAPULT CASE

26x17x12 2HSG0004

Item Size, cm Qty of reels

1HSG0015

Item Qty of reels

1HSG0025

Item Qty of reels

20x15x10 1HSG0010

Item Size, cm Qty of reels

17x13x7

20x15x8

1

1

HSG0005

HSG0006

Item Size, cm Qty of reels

HSG0003Item

36x24x50HSG0009

Item Size, cm

BOOT BAG

A bag designed to carry and store fishing boots. It prevents your car 
from becoming dirty. Made of strong waterproof fabric. Has one zipped 
compartment.
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160HSG0027

Item Length, cm

135HSG0026

Item Length, cm

These semi-rigid rod tubes provides perfect 
protection. Each tube has one zipped compartment. 
Equipped with a handle and a shoulder strap. 

The sleeves are intended to carry the rods with reels. 
Made of strong waterproof fabric. Each sleeve has one 
zipped compartment. Equipped with handle. You can 
fasten a rod into the sleeve with Velcro. 

The holdall is designed for storing and carrying a carp rod with a 
reel. Made of strong waterproof fabric. Besides the main zipped 
compartment has two large outer zipped pockets for accessories, 
a pocket for net handle and fastening for a folding net head. 
Equipped with handles and shoulder strap. 

Semi-rigid rod tube 

ROD SLEEVES

HOLDALL

135HSG0030

Item Length, cm

160HSG0031

Item Length, cm

135

150

HSG0074

HSG0073

Item Length, cm
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The soft rod sleeves are made of strong waterproof 
fabric. Each sleeve has one zipped compartment. 
Equipped with a handle and a shoulder strap. 

The sleeves are intended to carry the rods with reels. Made of strong 
waterproof fabric, padded walls ensure more protection. Each sleeve has one 
zipped compartment. Equipped with handle. 

The soft rod sleeve is made of strong waterproof 
fabric. Equipped with handle and shoulder strap. 
Apart from a main zipped compartment has large 
outer pocket. 

ROD SLEEVES

ROD SLEEVES

ROD SLEEVES

160HSG0028

Item Length, cm

135

160

HSG0024

HSG0029

Item Length, cm

170

190

HSG0038

HSG0039

Item Length, cm
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GROUNDBAIT BOWLBAIT BAG

Semi-rigid EVA bowl that designed for groundbait 
mixing. Thanks to large size accommodates a lot of 
groundbait. 

The semi-rigid EVA bag is intended for mixing and 
carrying groundbait. Equipped with handles and 
zipped cover.

Waterproof bag designed for storing and 
transportation bait or tackle. It can be used for 
storing clothes and boots also. 

Zipped semi-rigid EVA bowl. It is designed for 
groundbait mixing, storing and transportation. 
The cover protects groundbait from the sunshine 
and rain.

GROUNDBAIT BAGGROUNDBAIT BOWL

36х25х24 EVAFSN0025

Item Size, cm Material 

10 EVAFSN0026

Item volume, l Material 

30x18 EVAFSN0004

Item Size, cm Material 

Semi-rigid EVA bowl that is perfect 
for containing your mixed 
groundbait or prepared pellets on 
a side tray.

Zipped semi-rigid EVA case with a transparent cover. It is designed for 
feeders storing and transportation. 

FEEDER CASE GROUNDBAIT BOWL

30x18x10 EVA

Size, cm Material 

18x18x10 EVA

Size, cm Material 

18.5x18.5x11

23.5x23.5x11

EVA

EVA

FSN0011

FSN0012

Item Size, cm Material 

ITEM: FSN009

ITEM: FSN026

ITEM: FSN003 ITEM: FSN004

ITEM: FSN025

ITEM: FSN0010

40x27x26 EVAFSN0003

Item Size, cm Material 
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The totally waterproof bag is designed to carry 
keepnet and landing net head.  The bag has one 
zipped compartment and is equipped with a handle 
and a shoulder strap.

KEEPNET BAG

60х12х60 EVA 1

Size, cm Material Compartments 

Semi rigid bucket with a robust cord and EVA construction. It is designed to 
collect water for groudbait mixing.  

DROP BUCKET

21x19.5

18.5x18.5x18

EVA

EVA

FSN0005

FSN0002

Item Size, cm Material 

ITEM: FSN0029

ITEM: FSN0028ITEM: FSN0027

Totally waterproof rod sleeves. They are made of EVA, has one zipped 
compartment, equipped with a handle and a shoulder strap. 

ROD HOLDER

140

160

EVA

EVA

FSN0027

FSN0028

Item Length, cm Material 
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Large two-compartment hard box with a transparent 
lid. The box comes with three small plastic boxes. It 
has a compartment for placing two rig boards FG7703 
(are not included). 

Large two-compartment hard box with a transparent 
lid. The box comes with six small plastic boxes and two 
rig boards FG7703. The small boxes are great for 
small accessories storing, the rig boards are perfect 
for long hooklengths.  

TACKLE BOxTACKLE BOx

34x18x6FG7704

Item Size, cm

34x18x6FG7702

Item Size, cm

Rig boards great for long hooklengths. The 
rounded edges allow storing the hooklengths 
straight, without damages. 

These compact rig boards are a great storage 
for short hooklengths. They are optimal for 
float fishing. 

RIG BOARDS

RIG BOARDS

258100-148

Item Size, cm

408100-149

Item Size, cm

33x8.5x2.5FG7703

Item Size, cm
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Practical bait box set, consisting of stackable bait boxes that fit into each other with perforated lids. Approved 
by FIPSed so you can use this set on official fishing competitions. APPROVED BY FIPSed

MADE IN ITALY

MADE IN ITALY

The large bloodworm box is equipped with 
riddle and lid. 

These boxes are intended to store and carry live bait. 
Equipped with lids that have small holes for bait 
breathing. 

BAIT BOx SET

BLOODWORM BOx

BAIT BOx BLOODWORM BOx HOOK BOx

BAIT BOxES

ITEM: MMI0004

ITEM: MMI0002 ITEM: MKKS

ITEM:FG6101

ITEM: FG6102

ITEM: MMI0001

ITEM: MMI0003

ITEM: FG6011

150х150 mm

90 mm 85х122х17 mm 

155x105x35 mm

155x105x65 mm

1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 1 L

1,5, 2 L

135х135х50 mm

20
18

We produce the bait boxes of all types that necessary 
in float and feeder fishing.
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Practical bait box set, consisting of stackable bait 
boxes that fit into each other with perforated lids.

This folding bait tray is designed for placing 
bait when fishing. It has small transporting 
size and equipped with standard thread for 
fitting to a bankstick. 

This folding bait tray is intended to hold bait boxes. 
It has small transporting size and equipped with 
standard thread to fit to a bankstick. 

BAIT BOx SET FOLDING BAIT TRAY

FOLDING BAIT TRAY

HOOK BOx

ITEM: HJ5000

ITEM: FG7701

1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 1 L

ITEM: HJ2002 

305x185x50 mm
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20
18There you can fing all that you need 

when groundbait mixing, storing and 
transporting.

BUCKETS and RIDDLES

The Bucket System consists of a main 25-litre 
bucket plus a shallow bowl, a bait riddle and a 
plastic lid. The main bucket, the bowl and the 
lid are made of rugged, heavy duty polymer. 
The steel bait riddle has the ideal mesh for 
both groundbait and maggots.

BUCKET SYSTEM

Bucket for groundbait mixing, storing and transporting. Made of rug-
ged, heavy duty polymer. Comes with a lid.

GROUNDBAIT BUCKET 
Bucket for groundbait mixing, 
storing and transporting. Made of 
rugged, rugged polymer. 

GROUNDBAIT BUCKET  

ITEM: FW7512ITEM: FW7517 ITEM: FW7512SET

ITEM: TH012
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TH053 DK001

30 33

3 2

30 33

4.5 3

30 33

6 6

45

3

45

6

36

3

36                           

6

TH054 TH010TH055 TH011 TH013 TH014TH015 TH016Item
Diam., cm
Cell size

Soft bucket cover intended to protect your ground-
bait from the rain and the sun. Fits to 25 and 18 l 
buckets. 

BUCKET COVER

Quality made riddles with powder paint coating 
to slow down corrosion and extend their life. 
Ideal for riddling groundbait after mixing, rid-
dling maggots for casters and taking off the 
sawdust etc.

Great for sifting through your live bait to remove 
any unwanted dirt and casters etc. These can be 
easily mounted onto your standard square box.

GROUNDAIT RIDDLES

BAIT BOx MAGGOT RIDDLE

ITEM: TH007

ITEM: HSG0019

18x18 сm
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Our company offers the feeders of different 
types and different weights for fishing in any 
condition.

FEEDERS

The feeder is made of strong and durable steel mesh. Special black 
coating provides corrosion resistance. 

The feeder is made of strong and durable steel mesh. Special black 
coating provides corrosion resistance. The lead has grousers to hold 
bottom better.

WIRE CAGE

X-Large (45x34 mm)

Large (39х31 mm)

Small (26х24 mm)

Large (39х31 mm)

Medium (33х28 mm)

Small (25х23 mm) Large (39х29 mm)

Medium (33х28 mm)

GROUSER WIRE CAGE

DISTANCE CAGE

KCS0020

20 40 60

KCS0040 KCS0060Item

Weight, g 40 60 80

KCL0040 KCL0060 KCL0080Item

Weight, g

KC3931-40 KC3931-50 KC3931-60 KC3931-70 KC3931-80 KC3931-90 KC3931-100 KC3931-110

40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110

Item

Weight, g

KC3931-120

      120

KC0011 KC0012 KC0013 KC3328-50 KC3328-60 KC3328-70 KC3328-80 KC3328-90

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Item

Weight, g

KC3328-100 KC3328-110

      100       110

KC2624-020 KC2624-030 KC2624-040 KC2624-050 KC2624-060 KC2624-070 KC2624-080

20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Item

Weight, g

KC4534-80 KC4534-100 KC4534-120 KC4534-140

80 100 120 140

Item

Weight, g

KC3931G-70 KC3931G-100 KC3931G-120 KC3931G-90 KC3931G-80

70 100 1209080

Item

Weight, g

KC3328G-60 KC3328G-70 KC3328G-90KC3328G-80 KC3328G-100

60 70 9080 100

Item

Weight, g

The feeder is specifically designed for distance casting. The lead is 
bottom mounted which improves casting accuracy in crosswinds. Made 
of strong and durable steel mesh.
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The plastic body feeder. It allows deliver groundbait to the great depth. 
The lead has grousers to hold bottom better.

The plastic square mesh feeder with the fins. The fins are designed to 
improve in-flight stability and prevent rolling. The lead has grousers to 
hold bottom better.

The plastic square mesh feeder. The lead has grousers to hold bottom 
better. The feeder is strong and durable. 

FEEDER (OPEN ENDED)

CASTING FEEDER

FEEDER (MESH)

FEEDER WITH STABILIZER (MESH)

Small (36х31 mm)

Medium (45х34 mm)

Medium (45х34 mm)

Medium (45х34 mm)

Medium (34х29 mm)

Small (36х31 mm)

KC0030

30 40 50 60 70 80

KC0040 KC0050 KC0060 KC0070 KC0080Item

Weight, g

FK1S-28S+ FK1S-42S+ FK1S-56S+ FK1S-70S+ FK1S-84S+ FK1S-98S+ FK1S-112S+

28 42 56 70 84 98 112

Item

Weight, g

FK2S-28S+ FK2S-42S+ FK2S-56S+ FK2S-70S+ FK2S-84S+ FK2S-98S+ FK2S-112S+

28 42 56 70 84 98 112

Item

Weight, g

FK5S-21S+ FK5S-28S+ FK5S-42S+ FK5S-56S+ FK5S-70S+

21 28 42 56 70

Item

Weight, g

FK4S-21S FK4S-28S FK4S-42S FK4S-56S FK4S-70S 

21 28 42 56 70

Item

Weight, g

FK3S-28O FK3S-42O FK3S-56O FK3S-70O FK3S-84O FK3S-98O FK3S-112O

28 42 56 70 84 98 112

Item

Weight, g

The plastic body feeder. It is specifically designed for distance casting. 
The lead is bottom mounted which improves casting accuracy in 
crosswinds.
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Stream-lined wire cage feeders with the loading on the base that 
helps to cast them straight, even in crosswinds. These feeders are 
designed for long distance fishing. 

The wire cage feeder is purposely designed for baiting. Its large 
size provides quick baiting. 

Small plastic square mesh feeder with the fins. The fins are 
designed to improve in-flight stability and prevent rolling. 

Marker Lead is designed to transmit more information through 
the rod tip than a standard lead. This lead is specially made for 
feeder fishing so it is much lighter than carp fishing marker 
leads.  

BULLET

BULLET Horizont

BAITING FEEDER

FEEDER WITH STABILIZER MICRO (MESH)

FEEDER MARKER LEAD

KC0008

40 60 80

KC0009 KC0010Артикул

Weight, g

Medium (39х29 mm)

Medium (33х26 mm)

X-Large ( 52х39 mm) 

Micro (28х25 mm)

KCBH3326-30 KCBH3326-40 KCBH3326-50 KCBH3326-60 KCBH3326-70

30 40 50 60 70

Item

Weight, g

FK6S-14XS FK6S-21XS FK6S-28XS FK6S-35XS FK6S-42XS

14 21 28 35 42

Item

Weight, g

GMB-042 GMB-056 GMB-070

42 56 70

Item

Weight, g

KC0014

20

Item

Weight, g

Stream-lined wire cage feeders with the loading on the base that 
helps to cast them straight, even in crosswinds. These feeders are 
designed for long distance fishing.
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ELITE

We have presented a new line of Japan made hooks 
in early 2017. These hooks are characterized by the 
highest quality. A wide model range allows to choose 
optimal hook for any angling situation.

MANTARAY ELITE HOOKS

ALL ROUND

DYNAMIC FEEDERSUPER FEEDER

ALL ROUND CLASSIC

SUPER MATCH

CRUCIAN CARP

130NK-14 130NK-16 130NK-18

130NK-20

14 16 18

20

Item
№

150NK-12 150NK-14 150NK-16

150NK-18

12 14 16

18

Item
№

170NK-10

170NK-16

170NK-12

170NK-18

170NK-14

10

16

12

18

14

Item

Item

№

№

230NK-10

230NK-16

230NK-12

230NK-18

230NK-14

10

16

12

18

14

Item

Item

№

№

140BN-12 140BN-14 140BN-16

12 14 16

Item
№

140BN-18 140BN-20 140BN-22

18 20 22

Item
№

180NK-8

180NK-14

180NK-10

180NK-16

180NK-12

180NK-18

8

14

10

16

12

18

Item

Item

№

№

20
18
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SILVER FISH SPECIAL BREAM

POWER CARP

SILVER ROACH 

SILVER BREAM SUPER POLE

220NK-12 220NK-14 220NK-16

220NK-18 220NK-20

12 14 16

18 20

Item
№

110NK-12

110NK-18

110NK-14

110NK-20

110NK-16

12

18

14

20

16

Item

Item

№

№

210NK-14

210NK-20

210NK-16 210NK-18

14

20

16 18

Item

Item

№

№

160NK-8 160NK-10 160NK-12

8 10 12

Item
№

250BN-12 250BN-14 250BN-16

12 14 16

Item
№

120BN-8 120BN-10 120BN-12

8 10 12

Item
№

240NK-10 240NK-12 240NK-14 240NK-16

10 12 14 16

Item
№

190NK-12 190NK-14 190NK-16

12 14 16

Item
№
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WORM_12R WORM_14R WORM_16R

12 14 16

Item
№

MXC_10RB

MXC_16RB

MXC_12RB MXC_14RB

10

16

12 14

Item
№

SS_12NI SS_14NI SS_16NI

12 14 16

Item
№

ALLR_10BN ALLR_12BN ALLR_14BN

10 12 14

Item
№

ALLR_16BN

16

Item
№

BLWM_12R BLWM_14R BLWM_16R

12 14 16

Item
№

BLWM_18R

18

Item
№

CORN_10G CORN_12G CORN_14G

10 12 14

Item
№

CORN_16G CORN_18G

16 18

CARP_10BN CARP_12BN CARP_14BN

10 12 14

Item
№

CARP_16BN

16

Item
№

PRF1_12BN

PRF1_18BN

PRF1_14BNPRF1_10BN

10 12

18

14

Item
№

PRF1_16BN

16

Item
№

FED_10BN FED_12BN FED_14BN

10 12 14

Item
№

FED_16BN FED_18BN

16 18

Item
№

ALLROUND

WORM MIx

BLOODWORM

CORN CARP

FEEDER

SUPER STRONG

F1 CARP

SERIES HOOK

QTY. 10

SIZE #10

The new range of high quality middle-price 
single hooks. The hooks wire is made in Europe. 
The wide model range allows to choose optimal 
hook for any fishing situation. 

PRO SERIES HOOKS

20
18
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14 16 18

PRCT_8NI PRCT_10NI PRCT_12NI

8 10 12

Item
№

PRCT_14NI PRCT_16NI PRCT_18NIItem
№

MAGGOT/WORM

PERCH/CHUB

BLOODWORM/CASTER

ROACH/SKIMMERS

CARASSIUS/TENCH

BREAM

PRB_10BN PRB_12BN PRB_14BN

10 12 14

Item
№

PRB_16BN

16

Item
№

PRMW_8NI PRMW_10NI PRMW_12NI

8 10 12

Item
№

PRMW_14NI PRMW_16NI

14 16

Item
№

PRPC_10BN PRPC_12BN PRPC_14BN

10 12 14

Item
№

PRPC_16BN

16

Item
№

PRRS_10BN PRRS_12BN PRRS_14BN

10 12 14

Item
№

PRRS_16BN PRRS_18BN

16 18

Item
№

PRBC_10NI PRBC_12NI PRBC_14NI

10 12 14

Item
№

PRBC_16NI PRBC_18NI

16 18

Item
№
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QUICK CHANGE SWIVEL 

6451-MICRO 6451-MINI

micro mini

Item

Size

Small sized quick change swivel for to 
make various rigs. 

QUICK CHANGE 
CONNECTOR

SHOCK BEADS

HELICOPTER RIG FEEDER RUNNING RIG KIT CONNECTOR

GERMAN SNAPLINK SWIVEL 

DOUBLE SWIVEL QUIK CHANGE SWIVEL

LINK SWIVEL 

LINK SWIVEL

6451-006S 6451-006BItem

S

8

B

5

Size

Qty

6458-004 6458-007Item

4 7Size

6449-010 6449-012 6449-008Item

10 12 8Size

KC0022Item

QWC0007
QWC0008
QWC0009

1
1.25
1.5

Item Size

QWC0010
QWC0011

1.8
2

Item Size

KC0001Item

6460-SItem

KC0003Item

6450-005S 6450-005M 6450-005L

S M L

Item

Size

6450-004S 6450-004M 6450-004L

S M L

Item

Size

Link swivel designed for attach-
ing feeders and bombs on free 
running rigs.

This swivel is an ideal choice 
when near friction free rotation 
is needed. 

link swivel designed for attach-
ing feeders and bombs on free 
running rigs.

This connector is designed for the 
In-Line Method Feeder rig. It allows 
to change your hooklength quickly. 
At the same time it is an effective 
soft shock bead. 

Elastic shock beads for different 
feeder running rigs.

This connector is designed for the 
fast line connection to the rod top. 

Helicopter rig for feeder usage. 
The set includes two stops, a 
swivel and a sleeve. The rig is 
easy mounted.

The kit is intended for making run-
ning feeder rig. The quick change 
clip means changing methods is 
done in seconds, whilst also provid-
ing a near friction free rig.

This link swivel is ideal for making 
various feeder rigs.

This link swivel with strong snap is 
ideal for making different feeder 
rigs when the strength is needed.

HGWG0003Item

GREEENColor

HGWB0003

BROWN
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The sliding float connector allows quick 
float changing. Ideal for wagglers. 

The fixed float connector allows quick 
float changing. Ideal for wagglers. 

The light sticks are necessary 
when fishing at night.

The transparent silicone tube for 
connection floats to the line. 

FLOAT CONNECTOR FLOAT CONNECTOR

LINE STOPPERS LIGHT STICKS

TOWEL HOLDER

DISGORGER

LOOP TYER

LOOP TYER SET

DISGORGERS

SILICONE TUBE

LOOP TYER

HGW0001Item

6459-SItem

8970-030 8970-045Item

25х3.0 3.9х4.5Size, mm

6459-FItem FBR0006

0.8 10.6

FBR0008 FBR00010Item

Diametr

This loop tyer allows tying 
loops of different size.

HW0001Item

KC0007Item

ELPKItem

LTR2Item
KNC0002Y

KNC0004B

KNC0003G

KNC0001R

yellow

brown

green

red

Item Color

RR003Item

78234-003 78234-002 78234-001

clear

L

clear

M

clear

S

Item

Color

Size

78244-003 78244-002 78244-001

black

L

black

M

black

S

Item

Color

Size
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MADE IN ITALY

MADE IN ITALY

MMI0014B

MMI0014R

MMI0014G

14blue

red 14

green 14

Item Color

MMI0012G

MMI0012R

MMI0012B

green 12

red 12

blue 12

Item Color Length, cm Length, cm

MMI0016G

MMI0016B

MMI0016B

green 16

blue

red

16

16

Item Color Length, cm

MMI0018G

MMI0018B

MMI0018R

green 18

blue

red

18

18

Item Color Length, cm

301002Y

301001Y

301002R

301001R

yellow 20

yellow

red

red

25

20

25

Item Color Length, cm

Winders designed to store ready float fishing rigs. Their shape allows to 
reduce volume so you can place in a box more winders. Made in Italy. 

Winders designed to store ready float fishing 
rigs. 

This telescopic tube is designed for 
storing floats. Made of transparent 
plastic. The tube is large so accommodates 
a lot of floats. You can place in it floats up 
to 60 cm. 

MMI0005Item

WINDERS WINDERS

WORM SCISSORS FLOAT SHOTTER

HOOK TYER

FLOAT TUBE

SHOT REMOVER

GL0001Item

XPSHTItem

SRPItem

KC0023Item

Device with soft touch handle for 
tying fishing hook to the line. 

A worm scissors equipped 
with three cutting blades. It 
is a perfect tool for 
chopping larger quantities 
of worms for baiting. 

Two in one tool. One end of the tool is 
used to remove all sizes of shot and the 
other end is used to slide shot without 
damaging the line. It also serves to 
tighten shots on the line.
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ITEM: MMI0013

MADE IN ITALY

MADE IN ITALY MADE IN ITALY

ITEM: MMI0012

ITEM: MMI0009

ITEM: MMI0010 ITEM: MMI0011

The new catapult significantly increases baiting 
accuracy. There is a thin thread in the elastics. Its 
adjustable length helps to fix baiting distance. The 
adjusting wheel is on the end of the handle. The 
catapult is equipped with 7 mm elastic so it is quite 
powerful. Made in Italy. 

The lightest catapult in our model 
range. It is equipped with 3 mm elastic 
so it is a perfect choice for baiting with 
maggots. Made in Italy. 

The light catapults are made of strong plastic.  MMI0010 is equipped 
with 4 mm elastic, MMI0011 – with 6 mm elastic. Made in Italy.

Spare elastic for groundbait catapults. Its diameter is 
7 mm. Made in Italy 

The powerful catapult is intended for distance baiting 
with big groundbait balls. 

CATAPULT

CATAPULT CATAPULT

SPARE ELASTIC

CATAPULT

CATAPULT

ITEM: FW7508

MADE IN ITALY

MADE IN ITALY
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SPARE ELASTIC

CATAPULT
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The range of floats is aimed 
for advanced and competitive 

anglers. The floats are charac-
terized by highest quality 

and outstanding charac-
teristics.

FLOATS
COMPETITION

SERIES

High-quality wag-
gler purposely de-
signed for sliding 
rigs. Its stem is 
made of high-modu-
lus carbon there-
fore it is ideally 
straight, light-
weight, durable and 
strong. The balsa 
body with heavy du-
ty coating has aero-
dynamic shape. The 
mount allows using 
two types of tips. 
Comes with three 
tips for different 
conditions.

The loaded waggler 
is intended for fixed 
rigs. Its inter-
changeable stem is 
made of a stem of a 
peacock feather. 
There are three fins 
of the stem. The 
mount allows using 
three types of tips. 
The balsa body has 
aerodynamic shape. 
Equipped with inter-
changeable brass 
weights at the base. 

ARMADALE CARBON 
MATCH

SHERMAN PRO 
MATCH

Unique loaded wag-
gler. Its stem is made 
of hi-modulus carbon 
therefore it is ideally 
straight, lightweight, 
durable and strong. It 
has interchangeable 
construction. In con-
junction with per-
fectly balanced balsa 
body it significantly 
increases casing abil-
ities. Removable tip 
based on slim carbon 
stick provides fantas-
tic sensitivity. The 
mount allows using 
three types of tips. 
I n t e r c h a n g e a b l e 
tungsten weights at 
the base of float help 
to cast for a long dis-
tance. 

ARMADALE CARBON 
SLIDER

FCS06_10 10 2.5

14 2.5
12 2.5

16 4

FCS06_12
FCS06_14
FCS06_16

Item Ø Tip Item Ø Tip
FCS01_10 10 2.5/3.7/4

2.5/3.7/4
2.5/3.7/4
2.5/3.7/4

14
12

16

FCS01_12
FCS01_14
FCS01_16

Item Ø Tip
FCS02_12 12 2/4.5

2/4.5
2/4.5
2/4.5
2/4.5

16
14

18
20

FCS02_14
FCS02_16
FCS02_18
FCS02_20
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Very simple and du-
rable waggler in-
tended for fixed 
rigs. The tip is a 
painted end of the 
stem so it is thick 
and can bear heavy 
hook baits. Ideal for 
carp fishing on com-
mercial fisheries. 
Its balsa body has 
aerodynamic shape. 
Equipped with fixed 
weight at the base. 

A light waggler for 
short-range fishing. 
Comes with multicolor 
tip which provides great 
visibility. Mount con-
struction allows using a 
light stick instead of the 
tip which helps to fish at 
night. 

The waggler is in-
tended for sliding 
rigs. Its inter-
changeable stem is 
made of a stem of a 
peacock feather. 
The mount allows 
using three types of 
tips. The balsa body 
has aerodynamic 
shape. Comes with 
the multicolor tip 
which provides 
great visibility. 

The loaded waggler 
is intended for fixed 
rigs. Thanks to a tip 
with a long thin car-
bon stick on the 
base this float is 
characterized by 
very high sensitivi-
ty. The mount al-
lows using two types 
of tips. Equipped 
with interchangea-
ble brass weights at 
the base. 

SQUADRON
MATCH

SQUADRON
LIGHT MATCHSHERMAN PRO 

BREAM MATCH
MANTARAY  SLIDER

Item Ø TipItem Ø Tip
FCS04_10 10 5

14 5
12 5FCS04_12

FCS04_14

FCS05_10 10 2.5

14 2.5
12 2.5FCS05_12

FCS05_14

Item Ø Tip
FCS03_6+2
FCS03_8+2
FCS03_10+2
FCS03_12+2
FCS03_14+2
FCS03_16+2

6+2
8+2

10+2
12+2
14+2
16+2

5
5
5

5
5

5

FCS07_4.5 4.5

11.5
7.5FCS07_7.5

FCS07_11.5

Item
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This broad flat float is purposely 
designed for holding back in 
flowing water. It has balsa body, 
plastic tip and metal stem.

The float is specially made for long-
range float fishing with holding back in 
flowing water. Its main features are 
outstanding stability and high 
buoyancy. Equipped with wire guides 
for using on sliding rigs. The body is 
made of balsa, the stem – of carbon. 
Comes with two tips, the larger one 
can be mounted over the smaller one. 

The float is intended for float 
fishing in flowing water with sliding 
rigs. Its main features are 
outstanding stability and high 
buoyancy. The body is made of 
balsa, the stem – of metal. You can 
use a light stick instead of the tip 
which helps to fish at night.

R
-B

O
L

O

S
-B

O
L

O

Item Ø Tip/Stem

4FCS12_4

FCS12_6

FCS12_11

FCS12_8

FCS12_14

6

11

8

14

3 1.5

3

4.5

1.5

1.5

3

4.5

1.5

1.5

8

6FCS15_6

FCS15_8

FCS15_10

FCS15_15

FCS15_12

FCS15_20

10

15

12

20

3.5 1.2

3.5 1.2

3.5

3.5

1.5

1.5

3.5

3.5

1.5

1.5

Item Ø Tip/Stem

4FCS08_4

FCS08_5

FCS08_12

FCS08_8

FCS08_20

FCS08_30

FCS08_6

FCS08_15

FCS08_10

FCS08_25

FCS08_35

5

12

8

20

30

6

15

10

25

35

1.7 0.8

1.8

2.5

2

2.5

2.6

0.8

1

0.8

1

1.2

1.8

2.5

2.5

2.6

2.6

0.8

1

1

1

1.2

Item Ø Tip/Stem

R
U

N
N

E
R
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The strong and durable float is 
designed for fishing in flowing 
water with bolognese or pole rod. 
The main line runs through the hole 
in the body that protects float from 
damage when strong line tension. 
The body is made of balsa, the stem 
– of carbon, the tip – of plastic.

The float of original construction. 
Its body is not attached to the stem: 
it holds only by silicone tube. 
Therefore the main line runs 
through the body that protects 
float from damage when strong 
line tension. Moreover, you can turn 
the body upside down so you 
virtually have 2 floats with different 
properties. The body is made of 
balsa, the stem – of carbon, the tip – 
of plastic.

The float provides high stability 
when fishing in the flowing water. 
The body is made of balsa, the stem 
– of metal. Equipped with high-
visible plastic tip. 

G
R

A
N

D

M
A

N
T

B
R

E
A

M

3FCS18_3

FCS18_4

FCS18_12

FCS18_8

FCS18_16

FCS18_6

FCS18_14

FCS18_10

FCS18_18

4

12

8

16

6

14

10

18

1.4 1.2

1.7

2

2

2

1.2

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.7

2

2

2

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

Item Ø Tip/Stem

1FCS14_1

FCS14_2

FCS14_4

FCS14_3

FCS14_6

2

4

3

6

1.8 1

1.8

1.9

1

1.2

1.9

1.9

1.2

1.2

Item Ø Tip/Stem

1FCS10_1

FCS10_1,5

FCS10_4

FCS10_2,5

FCS10_2

FCS10_6

FCS10_3

1.5

4

2.5

2

6

3

1.2 0.6

1.2

2

1.2

0.6

0.7

0.6

1.2

2

1.5

0.6

0.8

0.7

Item Ø Tip/Stem
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Exceptionally stable float for 
fishing in flowing water. The 
main line runs through the 
hole in the body that protects 
float from damage when 
strong line tension. The body 
is made of balsa, the stem – of 
carbon, the tip – of plastic.

The float is intended for fishing 
in slow water. The slim 
fiberglass tip provides high 
sensitivity. The body is made of 
balsa, the stem – of carbon. 

Very sensitive float for fast-
pace fishing in the flowing 
water. The main line runs 
through the hole in the body 
that protects float from 
damage when strong line 
tension. The body is made of 
balsa, the stem – of metal, the 
tip – of plastic.

Very stable and high-
sensitive float. The body 
is made of balsa, the stem 
– of metal. Equipped with 
high-visible plastic tip.

2FCS11_2

FCS11_3

FCS11_5

FCS11_4

FCS11_6

3

5

4

6

1,5 0.6

1,5

1,5

0.7

0.7

1,5

1,5

0.7

0.7

Item Ø Tip/Stem

0.75FCS13_0,75

FCS13_1

FCS13_2

FCS13_1,5

FCS13_3

FCS13_1,25

FCS13_2,5

FCS13_1,75

1

2

1.5

3

1.25

2.5

1.75

0.8 0,5

0.9

1

1

1

0,5

0,5

0,5

0.6

0.9

1

1

0,5

0,6

0,5

Item Ø Tip/Stem

1FCS19_1

FCS19_1,25

FCS19_3

FCS19_2

FCS19_1,5

FCS19_4

FCS19_2,5

1.25

3

2

1.5

4

2.5

1 0.7

1

1

1

0.7

0.9

0.8

1

1

1

0.7

0.9

0.9

Item Ø Tip/Stem

1FCS09_1

FCS09_1,5

FCS09_5

FCS09_3

FCS09_2

FCS09_6

FCS09_4

FCS09_8

1.5

5

3

2

6

4

8

1.1 0.9

1.2

1.8

1.5

1

1.2

1.2

1.5

1.8

1.5

2.0

1

1.2

1.2

1.5

Item Ø Tip/Stem

R
IK

O

R
O

A
C

H

D
E

L
T
A

T
E

R
R

Y
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FCS45_60 FCS25_60 FCS45_45 FCS25_45

4.5 2.5 4.5 2.5
60 60 45 45

Item
Diam., mm

High, mm

FCS26_L FCS26_M

L S

Item
Size, mm

SPARE TIPS

ADAPTER

The extremely sensitive spare tips 
are intended for using on wagglers. 
Besides sensitivity the tips are 
characterized by high visibility. 

You can mount this adapter instead of 
the weight making slider out of a 
weighted waggler. 

Very sensitive and stable 
float. It is perfect for short 
range fishing spooky fish. The 
slim tip is made of plastic, the 
stem – of metal, the body – on 
balsa.

Remarkably sensitive light 
float. The slim tip is made of 
plastic, the stem – of metal, 
the body – on balsa.. 

Extremely sensitive float 
designed for fishing bleak 
and other small fish. The 
ultra-slim tip is made of 
fiberglass, the elongated 
stem – of carbon, the body – 
on balsa. 

This super sensitive float is 
aimed for fishing in still water. 
Can be used on the slow 
current. The slim tip is made 
of fiberglass, the elongated 
stem – of carbon, the body – 
on balsa. 

Артикул

1FCS17_1

FCS17_1,5

FCS17_3

FCS17_2

FCS17_4

1.5

3

2

4

0,9 0.6

0,9

1

0.7

0.8

0,9

1.1

0.7

0.8

Item Ø Tip/Stem

0.5

0.3FCS20_0,3

FCS20_0,5

FCS20_0,75

FCS20_1

0.75

1

0.7 0.6

0.7 0.6

0.7 0.6

0.8 0.7

Item Ø Tip/Stem

0.5

0.3FCS21_0,3

FCS21_0,5

0.7 0.4

0.7 0.4

Item Ø Tip/Stem 0.3FCS16_0,3

FCS16_0,4

FCS16_0,5

0.4

0.5

0.7 0.4

0.7 0.4

0.8 0.4

Item Ø Tip/Stem

L
A

K
E

B
L

E
A

K

S
L

IM

D
O

R
R
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   TF8012_10.0

   TF8027_10.0

   TF8014_10.0

   TF8010_16    TF8010_18

   TF8014_6.0

  TF8010_12

   TF8012_12.0

   TF8027_12.0

   TF8014_12.0   TF8014_8.0

  TF8010_14

   TF8012_14.0    TF8012_16

   TF8027_14.0    TF8027_16.0

   TF8014_14.0

        10

        10

        10

        16         18

        6

        12

        12

        12

        12        8

        14

        14         16

        14         16

        14

  Item

     Item

    Item

   Item

     Weight, g

     Weight, g

     Weight, g

     Weight, g

Waggler with adjustable weight and balsa body. The stem is made of steam 
of a peacock feather. The fins stabilize the float in air. Brass weight is 
corrosion resistant. Comes with 4 tips for different conditions.  

The loaded waggler with interchangeable weights and tips. The stem 
made of steam of a peacock feather is equipped with stabilizers.

The loaded waggler with interchangeable weights and tips. The stem 
made of steam of a peacock feather is equipped with stabilizers.

The loaded waggler with interchangeable weights. The stem made of steam of a peacock feather 
is equipped with stabilizers.

   TF6013_1.5

   TF6013_2.0

   TF6013_3.0    TF6013_5.0

   TF6013_4.0    TF6013_6.0

   TF7002_3.0

   TF7002_4.0

   TF7002_5.0

   TF7002_6.0    TF7002_8.0

The sliding Star-Lite float (allowing 
installation of a glow worm) for fishing in 
flowing water with heavy baits. Diameter 
of the tip - 4.5 mm.

The light waggler for fishing crucian 
carp and carp in still water at the 
distance up to 20 m. 

   TF5009_2.0

   TF5009_3.0

   TF5009_4.0

The Star-Lite float (allowing installation 
of a glow worm) with the tip diameter 
of 3 mm. For fishing in still water.
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Hi-sensitive float for fishing in still 
water. 

Multipurpose float for fishing on 
both still waters and rivers.

   TF1003_1.0   TF1002_1.0   TF1001_1.0

   TF1003_1.5   TF1002_1.5   TF1001_2.0

   TF1003_2.0   TF1002_2.0   TF1001_3.0

   TF1003_3.0   TF1002_3.0   TF1001_4.0

   TF1003_4.0   TF1002_4.0   TF1001_5.0    TF1003_5.0   TF1002_5.0

   TF1004_1.5

   TF1004_2

   TF1004_3

   TF1004_4    TF1004_5

   TF1034_1.5

   TF1034_2.0

   TF1034_3.0

   TF1038_1.5

   TF1038_2.0

   TF1038_3.0

   TF1038_4.0    TF1038_5.0

  TF1040_1.0

  TF1040_1.5

  TF1040_2.0

  TF1040_3.0

   TF1008_1.0

   TF1008_1.5

   TF1008_2.0

   TF1008_3.0

   TF1008_4.0    TF1008_5.0

   TF1023_1.5

   TF1023_1

   TF1023_2.0

   TF1023_3.0

The float for fishing on medium and 
strong current.

For fishing in still water with large baits. The float for fishing on slow and 
medium-fast current with heavy 
baits.

The float for fishing in flowing water 
with heavy baits.

The float for fishing at big 
depths in still and slow water.

The float for fishing silver 
fish in slow water.

The float for fishing in 
flowing water with heavy 
baits.
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   TF1051_1.5

   TF1051_2.0

   TF1051_3.0

   TF1051_4.0

   TF1059_1.0

   TF1059_1.5

   TF1059_2.0

   TF1059_3.0

   TF2001_1.5

   TF2001_2.0

   TF2001_3.0

   TF2001_4.0

   TF1056_1.5

   TF1056_2.0

   TF1056_3.0

   TF1056_4.0

   TF1058_1.0

   TF1058_2.0

   TF1058_3.0

   TF1058_4.0    TF1058_5.0

The float for fishing in fast-
flowing water.

High-sensitive float for fishing in still 
water.

The universal float for fishing on the 
rivers and lakes.

The universal float for fishing 
in still water.

The float for fishing on medium 
and fast current. Equipped with 
high-visible tip.

   TF6009_2.0

   TF6009_3.0

   TF6009_4.0

   TF6009_5.0

The float for fishing in still water at the 
distance up to 15 m.

   TF5006_2.0

   TF5006_3.0

   TF5006_4.0

The Star-Lite float (allowing 
installation of a light stick) with the 
tip diameter of 3 mm.

Lightweight float for fishing on still 
water. Can bear heavy baits.

   TF5014_2.0    TF6001_2.0

   TF5014_3.0    TF6001_3.0

   TF5014_4.0    TF6001_4.0

The Star-Lite float (allowing 
installation of a glow worm) for 
fishing in flowing water with heavy 
baits.
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   TF6002_1.0

   TF6008_1.0

   TF6002_1.5    TF2029_1.5

   TF6008_1.5    TF6011_1.5

   TF6002_2.0    TF2029_2.0

   TF6008_2.0    TF6011_2.0

   TF6002_3.0    TF2029_3.0

   TF2029_4.0

   TF6008_3.0    TF6011_3.0

   TF6002_4.0

   TF6008_4.0

   TF6002_5.0    TF6003_6.0

   TF6038_3.0

   TF6038_2.0

   TF6038_4.0

   TF6038_5.0

   TF6038_6.0

   TF6003_2.0

   TF6003_3.0

   TF6003_4.0

   TF6003_5.0

The float for fishing in still water at 
the distances up to 15 m. 

The float for fishing in still water at the 
distance up to 15 m.

The float for fishing in still water at the 
distances up to 15 m. 

The float for fishing in still water at the distance 
up to 15 m.

The float for fishing on lakes at the 
distance up to 15 m.

The float for flowing water. The main line 
runs through the hole in the body that 
protects float from damage when strong 
line tension.

   TF1042_1.0

   TF1042_1.5

   TF1042_2.0

   TF1042_3.0

The float for fishing spooky fish on the 
rivers and lakes.

The float for fishing spooky fish in 
still water.

The float for fishing crucian carp in 
still water. Equipped with high-visible 
multi-color tip.

   TF1046_1.5

   TF1046_2.0

   TF1046_3.0

   TF1046_4.0

   TF1041_1.0

   TF1041_2.0

   TF1041_3.0
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    Item Weith, g

  RR4004_3.0

  RR4004_1.5

  RR4004_2.0

         1.5
         2.0

         3.0

  Item Weith, g
  FR_1.0

  FR_2.0
         1
         2

Item Weith, g
 RR5006_2.0
RR5006_3.0

         2
         3

 Item Weith, g
 RR5011_2.0
RR5011_3.0

         2
         3

Item Weith, g
  RR1003_1.5

  RR1003_2.0

  RR1003_3.0

         1.5

         2.0

         3.0

     Item Weith, g

  RR1004_3.0

  RR1004_2.0

         3.0

         2.0

   Item Weith, g
  RR4003_3.0
  RR4003_2.0

  RR4003_1.5

         1.5
         2.0

         3.0

The Flagman ready rigs are made of high quality 
components so they are absolutely ready to fish and 
do not require any adjusting. These rigs are an 
excellent choice for beginners and for anglers who 
cannot spend a lot of time on tying the rigs. 

READY RIGS
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ITEM: MMI0006 ITEM: MMI0008

WEIGHT SET WEIGHT SET WEIGHT SET
Weight set № 10-8-6-5-4-2-1-1/0  
175 g

Weight set № 0-2-4-6-8 
75 g

     Item Weith, g
 TL_1

 TL_3

 TL_6

  TL_2

  TL_4

  TL_8

  TL_1,5

    TL_3,5

  TL_7

 TL_2,5

 TL_5

1

2.5

4

7

1.5

3

5

8

2

3.5

6

      Item Weith, g
 BL_3

 BL_7

BL_15

BL_5

  BL_10

  BL_20

  BL_30

  BL_4

    BL_8

BL_18

BL_6

 BL_12

BL_25

3

6

10

18

4

7

12

20

30

5

8

15

25

Weight set № 11-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 
275 g

ITEM: MMI0007

WEIGHT

      Item Weith, g
 DL_1

 DL_3

 DL_6

  DL_2

  DL_4

  DL_8

  DL_1,5

    DL_3,5

  DL_7

 DL_2,5

 DL_5

DL_10

1

2.5

4

7

1.5

3

5

8

2

3.5

6

10

MADE IN ITALY

MADE IN ITALY MADE IN ITALY MADE IN ITALY

MADE IN ITALY
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The braided line is purposely designed for feeder fishing. Its main 
features are increased abrasion resistance and long length that is 
helpful for long distance casting. The moss green color makes it 
invisible against the lake bed.

Feeder gum absorbs every lunge of hooked fish and always keeps hooklength 
tension. It has high strength and abrasion resistance, can be easily tied.

PE HYBRID F4 FEEDER LINE

FEEDER GUM 

---

---

---

10

10

10

Black

Black

Black

0.8

0.6

0.1

Test, kgØ, mmItem Color Length, m 

GAG0080

GAG0060

GAG0010

5.8

4.5

6.5

10

10

10

Clear

Clear

Clear

0.8

0.6

1

27010-080

27010-060

27010-100

6,4

8,5

7

10.5

150

150

150

150

Moss Green

Moss Green

Moss Green

Moss Green

0.12

0.16

0.14

0.19

Test, kgØ, mmItem Color Length, m 

29150-012

29150-016

29150-014

29150-019
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The high-grade line is made of Japanese material. High abrasion resistance, low memory, softness, high strength and perfectly 
smooth surface are the main features of this line. 

F-LINE 

FEEDER GUM 

P
R

EM
IU

M
 G

R
A

D
E 

  
U

LT
R

A
 S

O
FT

   

ARMADALE PREMIUM GRADE LINE   
This is high-quality monofilament hooklength material. It is characterized by diameter accuracy, high abrasion resistance, 
long life and high knot strength. Made in Japan. 
MANTARAY PRO LINE
The ultra-soft hooklength material provides extraordinary delicate hookbait presentation. It has low memory, high strength 
and high grade of transparency. Made in Japan. 

8.35

10

12.6

9.15

10.8

14.8

135

135

135

135

135

135

Brown

Brown

Brown

Brown

Brown

Brown

0.25

0.30

0.35

0.28

0.32

0.40

Test, kg Ø, mmItem Color Length, m 

20135-025

20135-030

20135-035

20135-028

20135-032

20135-040

4.7

7.78

4

6.5

8.6

135

135

135

135

135

Brown

Brown

Brown

Brown

Brown

0.22

0.28

0.20

0.25

0.30

Test, kg Ø, mmItem Color Length, m 

21135-022

21135-028

21135-020

21135-025

21135-030

Test, kg Ø, mmItem Color Length, m 

3.3

5.1

4.2

6

135

135

135

135

Сlear

Сlear

Сlear

Сlear

0.16

0.20

0.18

0.22

23135-016

23135-020

23135-018

23135-022

Test, kg Ø, mmItem Color Length, m 

0,64

1,39

2,19

1

0,78

1,65

2,80

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

0,079

0,122

0,153

0,100

0,087

0,133

0,173

ARPG_0,079

ARPG_0,122

ARPG_0,153

ARPG_0,1

ARPG_0,087

ARPG_0,133

ARPG_0,173

Test, kg Ø, mmItem Color Length, m 

3,4

5,4

7,9

12,8

4

6,2

10,5

16

135

135

135

135

135

135

135

135

Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

0.18

0.22

0.30

0.40

0.20

0.25

0.35

0.50

22135-018

22135-022

22135-030

22135-040

22135-020

22135-025

22135-035

22135-050

1,31

2,68

1,97

0,94

50

50

50

50

Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

0,12

0,16

0,14

0,10

MUS_0,12

MUS_0,16

MUS_0,14

MUS_0,1
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